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ABSTRACT

This project examines the development and implementation of an Ecommerce site
piercing-jewelry.com, an online piercing jewelry sales, informational and community
site.
This report begins with the analysis of Ecommerce industry, forecasting the
growth in the industry, then analysis of current situation in the industry and the
competition in the global market place, the competitive advantage of the site, marketing
strategies, and keys to success of the industry. Emphasis is placed on web development
process that describes the process of setting up ·a website, designing the site and the
database.
A financial analysis done to identify the break-even point to demonstrate if the
website is feasible for implementation. The report also discusses the future plan of the
website and the techniques required by the website to be optimized for the search
engine and obtain better ranking.
The website was built to decrease cost, help customers obtain helpful information,
provide direct sales to increase customer satisfaction and be able to reach customers in
the global market at any time and any place.
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I.

INTRODUCTION TO ECOMMERCE

E-Commerce is the buying and seliing of products and services by businesses on
the Internet or any electronic media. Typically there are three types of e-commerce
transactions: business-to-business, business to consumer, and consumer-to-consumer.
Electronic commerce comprises electronic trading of goods and services and falls into
two categories:
(1)

Indirect E-Commerce: electronic ordering of tangible goods; the actual
goods are however delivered in a traditional fonn (via DHL etc.)

(2)

Direct E-Commerce: electronic ordering and delivery of intangible goods

There are many advantages of Ecommerce to businesses such as: Lower Startup
and Overhead Expenses, Global Exposure - Unlimited Marketing Reach and Automated
Order Processing.
However the biggest obstacles for Ecommerce businesses to overcome include:
(1)

Website Design

Navigation is the key. There is an art to leading customers

directly to their area of interest quickly, with the fewest clicks. Customers
must also know where they are at all times and what they have committed
to. Many customers complain about not realizing that they have clicked
"Buy" then click again and are surprised about duplicate orders at checkout
time.
(2)

Credit Card Security - The security issues has been overblown by the
Medias. This is more of a perceived issue than a real issue. Ecommerce is
much less risky than current usage qf credit card offline or mail order or
telephone order transactions. Therefore we have adopted security measures
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to reduce perceived value and risk of loosing business.
(3)

Customer Service - Customers cannot be seen face to face. Our Ecommerce
business will definitely face competition from brick and mortar store
competitors. The major retailers have gone out of their way to provide
customer service with "no question asked" return policy and outstanding
customers support. Our online store would be faced with a challenge to
innovate new ways to compete with these expected standards.

(4)

Fulfillment - Many Ecommerce companies blow it on the back end by not
focusing on physical shipping fulfillment process. Everything from how
much it costs to shop to how convenient it is to receive is critically
important to our consumer's experience. The Sales is not over until the
customer opens the package.

(5)

Non-Personalization Loyal customers are obtained by recognizing them and
personalizing their visits to our store, in online world this can be done but
the challenges remain in cost, for small business like ours the cost of
personalization could be high, showing customers items they have
purchased before, or introducing products that would meet their style by
matching their product searches to inventory could be an obstacle. We need
to gain more traffic and more increased sales before investing in
Personalization software.

(6)

Other Payment Methods - Some customers do not want to use credit cards,
but they want to buy from us. We may provide other means of paying but at
the moment our site only offers credit card payment. Also the Ecommerce
industry hasn't effectively introduce other form of payment yet, other foims
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of payment are still being tested and most consumers are not ready to adopt
them.
(7)

Shipping Fees - Many potential customers avoid imposed shipping fees
which could be much more expensive or equal to the product price. What
we have done is added the shipping fees to the product. Therefore it is as
though we ship free of charge.

(8)

No Return Goods Policies - A lot of website have a no goods return policy,
however our site provides return good policy but the return shipping fees if
paid by our website could result in loss, and it is most certain that customers
that aren't happy with the product wouldn't be happy to pay the return
shipping fees.

(9)

Banking & Law Issues- the banking .industry are still not very advance to
meet up the customer requirements. The benefits enjoyed by US customers
in paying online are still lagging behind in Thailand or other less developed
countries. The Laws & Regulations of different countries conflict when it
comes to buying and selling or laws of privacy, security and fraud.

Despite the flaws in Ecommerce it seems that every company wants to sell over
the Web. Ecommerce is hot! Businesses want to be competitive in the Internet space.
They also crave the advantages of Ecommerce Convenience speed, error elimination,
global reach and cheaper processing.

In the past, studies show that, online customers are particularly concerned about
the delivery of products, the returns policy and product infonnation. Before only 6% of
shoppers who visit Ecommerce websites place an order. 25% of potential online
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customers abandoned their orders before checkout. 67% of potential online purchases
were abandoned because of lack of real time online customer support. 89% of
customers woITy about credit card security. 75% of Ecommerce sites do not recognize
customers as repeat buyers. (Stats from Jupiter & Rubric Study)

But now Things have changed and while consumers' overall confidence in the
economy continues to slide, their faith in the Internet seems to be growing, or at least
remaining constant, according to new findings by ACNielsen and Yahoo. In large part,
credit for the improvements goes to increasing numbers of broadband users and
growing feelings of security when it comes to protecting personal information online,
the researchers said. "We think the results bode well for fourth quarter, and point to a
growing mainstream acceptance of online shopping as a way to caITy out commerce,"
Dulski director of e-commerce and marketing at Yahoo! The increased confidence also
translates into increased expectations for e-commerce revenues, with consumers
spending a projected $19. 6 billion online during fourth quarter of 2002 -

a 23 percent

increase from a year earlier. Average per-shopper spending also is expected to increase,
from $225 to $244 per transaction.

The study also found that consumers who have reached higher levels of education
tend to be more optimistic about the Internet -

a trend that's increasing (Online

Consumer Confidence, Spending Grows By Robyn Greenspan and Christopher
Saunders) "With the number of online shoppers continuing to grow, U.S. consumers are
also spending more online, thereby creating a healthy prognosis for Internet retailers
across the board," says Steve Butler, senior analyst at eMarketer. "One significant result
is that online retailers' customer acquisition costs are falling."
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Also with the government of Thailand is promoting Ecommerce by selling cheap
and affordable computers and the reduction in Internet Service Prices would boost the
usage of Internet in Thailand as a means of trading, which could result in more online
commerce.

In its latest report, North America E-Commerce: B2B & B2C, eMarketer projects
that B2C e-commerce spending will surpass $90 billion this year and climb to $133.3
billion in 2005, thanks in large part to an increased adoption of broadband. The average
annual amount spent online among US Internet users ages 14+ is $717 in 2003; this
should rise to $928 in 2005 (eMarketer) Nearly

~0%

of US Internet users have at least

four years of experience online; 27% have six or more years experience (UCLA Center
for Communication Policy) 58.3% of Internet users ages 14+ will purchase goods and
services online in 2003, totaling 81.2 million users, rising to 61.8% in 2005, or 94.9
million (eMarketer) According to a survey of college students in the US, conducted by
Harris Interactive for Alloy 360 Youth, 93% of college students go online in a given
month. Harris surveyed over 2,000 college students between the ages of 18 and 30 and
reported that college students were responsible for $210 billion in sales in 2002. As for
their shopping behavior, Harris finds that 94% think that a good selection is important
when shopping whereas just 27% are looking for specific brands ( Emarketer.com) As a
result of the forecast it can be stated that Ecommerce industry is growing in the US
market however still slow in some countries.
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II. INTRODUCTION TO PIERCING JEWELRY

2.1

Background of the Project
Piercing Jewelry is the leading e-commerce destination for Body Jewelry and

Piercing Jewelry. The company offers large selection of attractive funky jewelry. We
are dedicated to creating an exceptionally convenient shopping experience and would
start selling jewelry in 2004 for the professional piercers, those who want to get pierced
and for wholesalers online. We would try and grow into one of the leading and most
respected suppliers of body piercing jewelry.
A year ago we realized that the body art industry had a hole that needed to be
filled. To satisfy this void, stylish jewelry was essential to be made available online. As
a result we decided to sell the jewelry online, this enables the customers to get a cheaper
price and view catalogue to search for the wide selection of products. With Research
and product knowledge we have been able to identify finer quality body jewelry to
perfection and also identify the items customers are looking for. These items would be
provided at affordable pricing and by selling online customers could contact us directly
which proves as a new challenge for the industry.
As a result Piercing Jewelry will start off as retail body jewelry decorator and
complementary infonnation and service provider to piercing community and selling to
this community in the global market. We plan

~o

stand out amongst the competition

through our Store by providing unique jewelry specifically designed for piercing
community at affordable price. We have more than 200 styles with different colors of
piercing jewelry available in our store all selected from number of suppliers and
integrated to once source.
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We will start with only a few basic designs, using the highest-grade surgical
stainless steel available and hand polishing each piece to a mirror finish. In developing
innovative designs and perfecting the classic styles, we strive to maintain the quality
and attention to detail on which the reputation has been built. However we plan to
expand our product to provide more selection to the customers in the future. Piercing
Jewelry is dedicated to selling the highest quality body jewelry. We believe we are the
class of our industry for several critical reasons:
(a)

Delivery: We ship the products within 48 hours of ordering.

(b)

Integrity: The designs eliminate lost jewelry, ingestion, and aspiration.

(c)

Quality: Consistent production techniques provide "great" quality.

(d)

Innovation: Provide safety, comfort, and unique product designs.

Why Make The Transition To Ecommerce?
(1)

eCommerce shrinks the Competition Gap -Profit margins no longer have to
be slaves to restricted marking/advertising budgets. A well convinced
website and strong commerce application would put us on equal footing
with anyone even the corporate monoliths. Compete on a level playing field
with even our largest competition easily compete on quality price and
availability.

(2)

Extended Customer Base our site announced to the world that we exist. An
online store declares that anyone with internet access any where in the
world can purchase our product. Through the internet the global market can
be reached and our target doesn't have to be just local market, it could be
customers anywhere in the world.

(3)

24 Hour Store - Even at three in the morning our business is still running
7

through automated sale system where customers choose and pay for the
product themselves.
(4)

Lower cost of doing business - includes eliminating the need for more
physical stores, reduced inventory, employees and purchasing costs.

(5)

Internet has provided a means to easily promote and reach customers
directly without going through intermediaries and going through a long
process of exporting and selling through intermediaries or wholesalers, as a
result customers are able to obtain low price. The Internet has also enhanced
the speed to market by providing l:lP to date information and products
through our online store, updating content on the internet is far more
effective and cheap than in offline media.

(6)

Easier Business Administration - With the right software, inventory levels,
shipping and receiving logs any business administration task can be
automatically stored, categorized and updated in real time, ready to be
accessed on demand.

(7)

Customer will love it - Business success is often determined by perception.
You can have the greatest products and the best service yet if you aren't up
to speed with the latest innovation, customers will notice. ECommerce gives
customers total control of the sales process: they can now easily choose
from all of our products, get up to the minute information, accurate product
and inventory data and shop anytime they like, plus it is cheaper and more
convenient.

(8)

New Business Relationships - eCommerce promotes a new way of doing
business. We can meet potential wholesalers online who will be willing to
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buy our product in bulk. We can also enhance relationship with customers
through direct communication and feedback. Customers can be served faster
and also seek information through our website FAQ rather than do a
research themselves through offline · media which could take substantial
time.
(9)

No Physical Space Limitations - We can offer as many product items as we
want without having to worry about shelf space.

(10) Provide customers with latest up to date market information - Customers
can check our website for up to date information any time without a fee.
(11) Create a Community online to bring in repeat customers and create
customer loyalty, this is far more effective than offline advertising media,
where we can track the Return on Investment of advertising online through
using URL Tracking IDs. We are also able to explore which media our sales
come from and how effective is our advertising.
Opening up a store online brings many benefits to our business such as reaching a
wider audience without geographical restrictions. Unlike real stores where we have
limited space to display our products the online catalogue has enabled us to display and
advertise as much products as we can. The Internet also provides mean of better returns
on investment due to its cost effectiveness and substantial savings in operating our
business. Consider if the company decides to open up a store, the location of the store
would be the most important thing to consider, for example will people know I exist?
Will they find my store? What would be the cost of rent? But with the Internet we are
aware that people will find us through the Search Engine, or through other sites. And
the cost of renting a store can be far higher than the cost of web hosting. Cost of
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adve11ising offline or in local newspapers are even much more expensive than online
advertising which, online advertising can also be tracked for results and are much more
convmcmg.
Company website will help the customers find what they are looking for and also
try to provide the information on the jewelry. By doing this the company will manage to
get repeat customers and customers will confide in the product and end up being repeat
customers The company will also provide a guarantee to return the goods within a
certain period of time after they have received the goods, if they feel that they have not
received what they ordered, or if goods have defect in any way at all.
Requirement for setting up this website lies in the fact that there are a lot of
potential customers looking around to buy quality Piercing Jewelry at low price but are
unable to find a professional site that takes care or their needs. We set up this website to
meet the niche market requirements and also provide information to customers about
the safe use of the jewelry and what precautions they need to take when they get any
holes punctured in their bodies.
In CmTent market the Lack of communication with customers has been a major
drawback of existing online companies. They do not provide information customers
require about the product in the form that they need. Our main target is however the
foreign market since Thailand is a cheap labor country products are obtained at a lower
price, therefore we are able to make profit in selling products to customers. Most of the
customers living in the US are also willing to buy products from the Internet unlike
Thai market, which is still slow, moving.
Business Model

Our business model is based on selling products to our users, by giving them the
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information they need to make their decision online. Piercing Jewelry will sell products
to its users through special sales and offerings in newsletters and in a special
"shopping" center.
We will focus on creating a back end that is quick, always up, and extremely
secure. The front end will allow customers to browse through products much in the
same way they browse through products at a brick and mortar store. At the moment our
business model is involved in selling only to the B2C market, we need to create a
completely different section for B2B market with a different catalogue system and a
different pricing model. The website is set up to provide customers with lower cost than
the brick and mortar stores.
The Basic Commerce Model: Sales and Profits

The simplest website business model is based on making sales and profits. A
classic commerce website like ours sells products, takes orders, charges credit cards,
and ships goods. Software and some information sites have the advantage of being able
to deliver what they sell online, at the time of the transaction. However we will need to
use shipping services to send products to our customers.
Our site offers the target customers the benefit of ease of use and selection. We
also set the standard for commerce sites by offering a huge selection and a wealth of
additional information on the products we sell.
Community Site

Consider the business value of the bulletin board to allow user to participate. We
do not charge for posting notices on the board, nobody pays to read them, but the
business takes the trouble to manage the board. The underlying business benefit is that
the sense of community builds traffic and loyalty. A typical community site offers
11

email, bulletin boards and forums, a common focus for some group that has a common
interest. Community sites are often started by businesses that want to take advantage of
the common interest. Piercing community is set up to drive traffic and loyalty.
2.2

Objective of the Project
(1)

Reduce the costs related to business developments such as cost of
contacting suppliers, customers or cost of opening up a real offline store.

(2)

Test and market new products and services at reasonable or lower cost than
offline media since advertising online is cheaper with better returns on
investment.

(3)

Take advantage of the newest technologies involved with the Internet and
serve customers/clients on a global scale, to increasing sales and profits.

(4)

Customers can receive real time and fast customer service support and the
website can get direct feedback from customers.

(5)

Promotion of products and services on the site can be done in number of
ways, linking of website to each other has also made it convenient for
customers to visit our site and find us.

2.3

Scope of the Project
(1)

To apply the knowledge learnt in the Master of Science in Internet and
Ecommerce Technology into this project.

(2)

To establish a complete & fully functional Ecommerce site and analyze the
Swot, along detailed competitive analysis both direct and indirect. Then
Design Strategies to meet competition and show how implementation will
be done.

(3)

To provide marketing plan by setting target market, market positioning, and
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Promotion mix along with online advertising strategies.
(4)

To manage website effectively while identifying ways to improve site to
satisfy customers needs for the future.

(5)

To sell physical goods online as one of the sales channels and delivery of
goods takes place through traditional means the main products are piercing
jewelry.

(6)

To adopt reliable security measure m making online payment through
adoption of Pay Pal shopping caii system.

2.4

Deliverables
(1)

The final report covers the scope mentioned above.

(2)

The proposed Ecommerce website consists of product details including
pricing, description, pictures of product, services to help customers acquire
the products they are looking for, also piercing community to create
customer loyalty.
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III.

SITUATION ANALYSIS

Piercing Jewelry is about to enter our first year of operation. A comprehensive
marketing plan is required to reach profitability and ensure future success. Piercing
Jewelry offers an unprecedented selection of current Teenager's fashions Body Jewelry.
The store offers the most extensive selection of in-stock piercing jewelry as well as a
resource for product information. The basic market need is to offer a good selection of
body jewelry at reasonable prices, for the customers, through a personalized retail store
that offers excellent service, design assistance, and inspiration for people to redecorate
their bodies or as a form of self expressions.

3.1

Industry Analysis
The jewelry industry is a very healthy industry. Jewelry sales are driven by: the

US economy; consumer confidence; and disposable income. An important trend in the
Body Jewelry as a whole is providing product information and content online.
In the last two years there have been many body jewelry commerce/content sites
launched for potential and pierced community but non-has been able to integrate all that
is required by customers on one site. Piercing Jewelry will create a place for pierced
community enthusiasts to research, rate, review, and to purchase products online also to
create their own community, post pictures, express their though, communicate with
other online customers or potential customers who want to get pierced.
The piercing industry has not yet mobilized online. There are many small
homegrown websites that exist -- but not one major commerce site for body jewelry.
Piercing Jewelry will be a major body jewelry commerce/content site providing
products and product information online. We will provide a combination of relevant
product information, generated professionally and by the pierced community
14

(professional piercers or shop owners) who visit our website, to help potential
customers make their buying decisions and purchase products from the commerce
section of the site.

3.2

Market Summary
Throughout history people have decorated and altered the appearance of their

bodies in many different ways. Body piercing is one of the oldest and most interesting
forms of body modification, yet the reasons for piercing the body are as diverse as the
cultures they come from. The market for body jewelry or piercing jewelry is growing
every year as more and more teenagers are spending on accessories and are conscious
about how they look. Most of them pierced their body as a form of self-expression. The
Piercing tradition never gets old, even today a lot of people are into the fashion that has
been passed along the centuries and turned it into modern art. People get Piercings
everywhere in their body, including their genitals. Piercing Jewelry has captured good
information regarding their market and knows a great deal about the common attributes
of the most prized customers. We will leverage this information to better understand
who should be served, their specific needs, and how we can better communicate with
our customers.

What Makes Us So Sure That The Market is Growing?
The market for Piercing Jewelry is a strong, steady growing market niche. It is
generally not affected by economic downturns. Target seems to be trendy and in fashion
regardless of the economic climate. In a popular mini-series, a target's habit of buying
Piercing Jewelry was described as a release when they are feeling bad, a way to make
them feel better, or to express the way they feel about life and their Body as a whole.
While this stereotype might not be entirely accurate, most piercers love their piercing
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and cannot seem to get enough, and end up having more than two areas of their body
punctured.
"In 2002 all 12- to 19-year-olds spent $172 billion, estimates Teenage Research
Unlimited. That was money under their control, not what parents spent on their behalf.
It amounted to an average of$92 a week for 16- to 17-year-olds." This definitely points

out that the target market does have money at disposal on accessories such as body
jewelry.
Despite all the talk of economic downturns and stock market collapse, consumer
desire to buy jewelry, a key product category in the jewelry products mix, was strong
and growing in 2002, according to the latest market research study from Unity
Marketing, The Jewelry Report, 2002: The Market, The Competitors, The Trends. Out
of the jewelry industry's total $39.5 billion in retail sales in 2001, jewelry stores account
for some 54% of total sales. As a result, jewelry store sales are a key indicator of the
overall health of the industry.
"Through the first quarter of 2002 jewelry store sales were up .7% over 2001.
Store sales performance in the second quarter 2002 is even better with sales 4.3% ahead
of last year. Clearly, consumers are satisfying a pent up demand for jewelry that should
yield strong industry growth in 2003,"
"Half of all U.S. households bought jewelry in the year 2002, with some 39% of
households buying fine jewelry, defined as jewelry made from precious or semiprecious
stones, 14K gold and above, sterling silver or platinum, and 31 % buying costume
jewelry, jewelry not composed of precious materials.
Although 2003 economic growth is expected to increase more than 2002, retailers
will continue to face the same challenges. "Until the economy gets through this 'soft
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spot,' retailers will need to use their ingenuity to attract shoppers to their stores," she
said. "Consumers will still feel compelled to seek out the best deal for their money."
GAPS sales rose an estimated 5.4 percent in 2002.
However we expect the 2003 and 2004 to be a good year for us to sell our body
jewelry. We plan to stand out in the market through possession of good market
knowledge and by closely studying our target to know more about their common
attributes and also learn more about our most prized and loyal customer's lifestyle,
purchasing habit, and personality type. We also believe that we will be able to capture
our target market and make sales due to our ·knowledge about the Piercing Body
Jewelry
We will leverage this information to better understand whom we serve, their
specific needs, and how we can better communicate with them. The Market we serve
compnses
(1)

Any person in the global market with an interest in getting pierced.

(2)

Piercing Community - The people who want to get pierced, have already
been pierced and retailers - both offline and online.

(3)
3.3

Piercing information seekers and those who wish to get pierced.

Market Needs

Piercing Jewelry is providing the market with a wide range of fashionable Jewelry
with an unprecedented selection. Currently, target must go to malls in order to come
close to approximating Piercing Jewelry's selections. Piercing Jewelry seeks to fulfill
the following benefits that are important to their customers by opening an online store
that serves customers worldwide.
( 1)

Selection: The widest selection of fashionable Jewelry on the Internet.
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(2)

Accessibility: The internet has made it possible for wide range of customers
to access the web at any time they want designed to accommodate all
customers' needs.

(3)

Customer service: The customers will be impressed with the degree of care
that they receive while purchasing online with us, since we will be
providing quick response to customer queries.

(4)

Competitive pricing: All products will be priced competitive to the other
Piercing Jewelry store, or others selling through Ebay or yahoo auctions,
(best price comparison) and other channels of distribution, such as catalog
sales or at auction outlets.

(5)

Information: These people want to know what the latest Jewelry products
are, which we provide on the very our website. Which Jewelry is used for
what part of the body, what size is required for the different parts are
provided on our services page? These people tend to seek jewelry that rock
stars wear or that are in fashion, some want jewelry that are unique and
wide selections to choose from.

(6)

Community: Body Jewelry Community 1s increasingly the type of
demographic that buys products online. They are usually online surfers that
seek this product information online and like to find a community that
allows them to express themselves by posting pictures of their pieced
tongue, navel, eyebrow etc.
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3.4

Market Trends

The Body Jewelry market, considered to include Piercing Jewelry, Earring, Navel
Jewelry, Barbells, Toe Rings and Ear Plugs etc, accounts for 20% of all Jewelry output.
The number of piercers is growing since it is considered to be a fashion whilst rock
Stars like Britney spears and famous boy bands have their bodies pierced the fans
eventually want to follow.
The market trend for Piercing fashionable is toward a wider selection of common
design elements.

Over the last few years, there has been a proliferation of several

design variations from a base design. A base design is released and then there are many
different spurs that have common elements but include a few distinctive characteristics.
While this is great for the customer because it allows them to be fashionable but
distinctive, it is tough for most retailers because it increases their overhead in the form
of inventory. This trend is ideal for Piercing Jewelry, which has a business model that
allows for stocking many different styles due to the cheap cost of the jewelry.
Market Segmentation

The profile for Piercing Jewelry customer consists of the following geographic,
demographic, and behavior factors.
Geographic

The immediate geographic target is the USA, European and Australian Teenagers.
The total targeted population is estimated to be 500,000.
Demographics

(1)

Age range 14 - 35.

(2)

40% of the customers are Teenagers or high school children 14- 19

(3)

45% of the customers are College Students 20 - 25
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(4)

15% are customers ranging from 26-.35

(5)

Female I Male

(6)

Work in two or more jobs including part-time jobs

(7)

Love to socialize and meet people

(8)

Listens to Heavy Metal & Modem Music

Behavioral
(1)

Fashion conscious.

(2)

Tend to spend a lot on clothes and Jewelry.

(3)

Live the motto "fashion over function:"

(4)

Are always aware of the different fashion trends.

(5)

Subscribe to, or read, several teenage magazines that are fashion orientated.

(6)

They take pride in having an active role in decorating their body and living
up to fashion trends.

(7)

Their Bodies are forms of communicating, "Who they are" to others.

(8)

Comparisons within social groups are made on an ongoing basis, but rarely
discussed

Psychological
(1)

The appearances of their looks are a priority.

(2)

They want to be unique in selecting jewelry to represent their lifestyle.

(3)

Showing their piercing is important and make them feel unique

(4)

They perceive themselves as creative, tasteful and able, but seek validation
and support regarding her decorating ideas and choices from friends, Stars
and piercing communities.

3.5

Demand Analysis and Target Market
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The market for Jewelry is growing by 5% a year. As more and more people in the
Global market get involved in how they look or feel about themselves, jewelry has
become a main source of body expression. In almost every 5th person you can find that
they have something or the other pierced. Statistics also shows that more women get
pierced then men. Most common part of piercing for women includes ears, navel,
tongue, lip and also nipples. Whereas for men ear, eyebrows, nipples are most common
parts that they like to pierce.
Piercing is also becoming more and more popular with teenagers. As they get
older and get jobs they will have more choice and less control from parents, number of
high school teenagers believe that parents don't have the right to decide for them about
what they do to their bodies, although many agree that it is rather in appropriate and
sometimes can cause risk if the piercing is done incorrectly at one time or the other they
have wanted to pierce parts of their bodies. Some have gone out of their way to do it
while some have waited till they got a little older and when they are in college. Some
Teenagers also get influence by friends into getting their bodies pierced.
The general online demographic right now in the Global market is also in sync
with the types of people who are interested in body jewelry, young males and females in
their 20's and 30's with Internet connections.
Piercing Jewelry is focused on the Individual Pierced community, Potential
Pierced community & Piercers Community. At the moment the Internet lacks good ecommerce site where customers can buy such jewelry from a professional. Piercing
Jewelry is focused on niche market where the Jewelry buyers are very unique in their
needs to look and feel good. The Market comprises of Male, Female, Young and Middle
age. The trend of Body Jewelry is around the world and it has been in the market for
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many years.
Throughout history, body decoration has been popular although its expression has
varied from culture to culture. People decorate their bodies, dye and style their hair;
pierce their ears or other body parts; paint their faces; and even tattoo parts of their
bodies.
When selling on the internet it is really hard to setup the target segment, therefore
the target customers will also include anyone that are interested in buying body jewelry
or seeking information of the products and this could be categorized into experienced
and inexperienced buyers.
Body jewelry consumers can be broken down into three specific targets:

(1)

Piercing Community: Individual and studios that perform the Piercing, there
has recently been a surge of interest in piercing jewelry in the global market
place. Because inexpensive and good body jewelry products are hard to
find. Many piercers shops tend to. locate local suppliers without the
knowledge of jewelry that could cause infection or tetanus therefore our
store serve to provide information and also safe products for small store
owners, preventing the causes of being sued by health standardization
departments. These piercers are between the age of 25 to 35 and they
themselves have been pierced with body tattoos and also have the ability to
get online to buy jewelry.

(2)

The Pierced - Those who already have a hole in their body and would like
to buy jewelry from online store or would like to get another hole.
Individuals who have parts of their body pierced make up the core of the
piercing community. These people are mostly male/female between the age
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of 16 - 30, employed at outdoor types of jobs or working in bars pubs, still
in school or college (working in outdoor retail shops, as outdoor guides,
etc.) and see piercing as a way to express themselves. It will be critical to
attract these "expert" pierced communities in order to endorse the online
site. This target market knows the type of products that they want and
require products that are in fashion to replace old jewelry.
(3)

Potential Piercers - are usually teenagers aged 15 - 25 who would like to
get their body pierced because of influence from friends. The people who
wish to get a piercing (novice) in their body parts such as piercing their
navel, tongue, eyebrows etc seeking the correct type of body jewelry or
seeking for information before getting pierced. These comprise the potential
market of the site. They can also include people who buy the jewelry from
online store and seek professionals or friends to pierce for them.

Who Will Be Using Our Product?

Mainly audiences will be the customers, dealers, and interested people. Users can
further be Novice, Expert and International µsers. The site is targeted to both
international and domestic users with the main focus on International market. User will
feel excited and familiar with the web site, because the site uses white color background
and red color as the text; these colors convey a message of being innovative and trendy
looking. Audiences can also experience various aspects of design, information and
entertainment.
The target markets of Piercing Jewelry are shoppers of fashion and trendy Jewelry
that are unique and represent a personal lifestyle. These people are considered as being
brave to commit such acts. Piercing can also be done as an act of rebellion towards
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parents.
For the retail market - one in five women aged about 20 have had body piercing,
excluding ears. The most popular sites for womyn, apart from ears, are the navel and
tongue, and for men, the tongue, eyebrow and just below the lip. Thus most of out
product in store are focused on Navel, Tongue, and eyebrow Jewelry.

Understanding The Target Why Do They Want To Get A Piercing?

To look fiercer, brave, attractive, powerful and wealthy, people of different
cultures all over the world decorate their bodies and faces. In America the practice of
body piercing is everywhere, especially among young people who are getting several
parts of their bodies pierced either as an affirmation of their personal individuality, as a
means of sexual gratification or stimulation, a reclamation of their bodies from physical
or emotional trauma, or as a means of adornment.

Many teenagers get pierced during their college years, mainly because they are
away from their homes and therefore don't have to worry about parental reaction.
Indeed, some piercers say that piercing is becoming part of the college experience. For
many, the motivation behind body piercing is highly sexual. In essence, it improves
body image for many young people, especially women. There are great amounts of
young people who are piercing their bodies simply for adomment.

The appearance of body piercing on models such as Elle, Guess, even Armani
Exchange has had a profound effect on piercing. Body piercing is seen as a way to
enhance one's physical beauty. This enhancement is really positive because it is
allowing young people to be at ease with their bodies, which is emotionally healthy. It
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helps when body piercing is seen as a means of decoration instead of self-flagellation
and deviant behavior. Body Piercing popularity may wane a bit, but that will make it all
the more special for those who do choose to have some part of their anatomy pierced. It
is important to remember that persons with body piercing are generally not deviant or
psychologically ill. Instead, they have a view of beauty, which differs from that of the
mainstream. This is simply an expression of individuality, a harmless and benign
statement of who these people are and what they believe in. All too often it is ignorance
that leads people to spurn body piercing. By educating yourself on the subject it
becomes plain to see that body piercing is a powerful tool for self-expression and
emotional security.

As a result our targets are those who wish to get their body pierced for various
reasons as stated above. Most of them are young, rebellious, want to look good or
unique. Jewelry of different types is used by different gender. For E.g. Navel and
Tongue piercing is very common where as in men Nipple and Eyebrow piercing is very
popular. Each section of jewelry has different target group due to their varying size and
style. Income is not the most important issue to get their body pierced. A Piece of
jewelry including cost of piercing is affordable and all the potential piercee need is
enough courage and strong will power to look unique or decorate their body. Our
website's main target for the first few years are piercee because they already have holes
and all they have to do is get online to explore catalogues of new jewelry. And the
Potential piercee are seekers of information such as health tips, user experience, photo
gallery, community, they are seekers of information and may not purchase until and
unless they have a pierced hole they have got from an offline piercing shop. Their next
piece of jewelry could be brought online in the future. Therefore they are not the direct
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target but the Pierced teenagers are. However in the future we also plan to sell to
wholesalers to generate faster sales of product and generate faster return on investment.
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IV. INTRODUCTION TO ECOMMERCE

4.1

Total Customer Value
Product/Service Value: Our web sites offer its users a high choice of information

and up to date detailed information of Product and Piercing Care, since our website is
managed by us it can be updated as often as required. We also offer values such as high
quality safe products, money back guarantee security privacy and safety in shopping
with us. Expert advice and tips are also provided to out customers in case they need
assistance. The sales & special offers may also include newsletters in the future we offer
a choice in selecting the type of jewelry the customers want; in the size they want it. In
the future we would also include the colors that customers want and the type of
material. There is also a guest book so that customers can post their though and
exchange ideas; in the future we will implement a fully functional forum in the
Community Section, which is based on our own system. Besides this we will to offer
customers a voucher number to get discounts while purchasing a product from us or get
a gift voucher to buy one and get one free.

Image Value: The service value that our web offers is quite comprehensive since
we have a section dedicated solely to community so that our customers can
communicate with each other and exchange ideas on the subject. This also creates
customer loyalty and keeps them coming back to our site to see what new topics have
been posted. Our site is comprehensive and easy to use, everything can be found using
the top navigation bar, and we also laid out our site design very professionally
compared to the competitor's site that looks unprofessional and compressed with too
much advertisement and blinking text. Our site is clean and uses a white background
with the color red to give a hot feeling while maintaining the professional look. All of
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our products items are High quality and sold at affordable prices with product safety
and damage free guarantee.
Personal Value: In terms of personal value for the user, since our sites is direct
marketing/selling it reveals that we are knowledgeable on the subject, apart from this
we would have people on standby ready to answer any customer query through online
help, FAQ or Live chat that we will implement iii the future. At present our customers
can contact our staff directly via email. We would also guarantee to answer customer's
email within 24 to 36 hours. People are willing to read to get information we aren't
using sales to pressurizing customers into buying.
4.2

Total Customer Cost
Monetary Cost: Basically by accessing the Internet, the customers reduces the

cost of having to travel to Malls to look for products, instead they can stay at home or at
work and check out the latest styles of jewelry through the internet. Or customers can
visit the website to seek information that they require at their own pace, without being
loaded with information by sales people. They can also check back later at anytime in
order to obtain the Information they require or purchase using a credit card. This saves
the customer the expenses of traveling to stores frequently to look at product items.
Time Cost: The customer can save time required to travel to and from the store,
they can sit at home and see the online catalogue at their convenience since websites
have no opening and closing hours.
Energy Cost: Customers can save energy in looking for an offline piercing shop
which is not very wide spread, instead they can surf the internet and conduct a search
which takes just a few seconds in Google and they can obtain the best rates and also
quickly and easily compare prices.
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Psychic Cost: Most customers buying our product worry about the safety of our
product, the safety of their credit card and whether the product would reach them or
whether we really exist, if the product would fit them, and what they should do if the
product was damaged on arrival. However we provide a lot of information on our site to
ensure our customers that we would abide by the terms of services. To reduce Psychic
cost we also need to build trust and provide customers with outstanding services, along
with real customer testimonials in our about us section.
4.3

Site Positioning
The Piercing Jewelry commerce site positioning statement is as follows:
"High Quality, Largest Selection at Affordable Price"
Piercing Jewelry will position itself as the premier outlet for Piercing Jewelry

fashionable, providing online market with the largest selection, rivaling some of the
existing websites that sell body jewelry. Piercing Jewelry will leverage their
competitive edge to achieve this desired positioning.
Our competitive edge is an unmatched selection in online market. This selection
will be achieved in two ways. The first is a very .specific effort to carry as many styles
and size of Jewelry as possible. Piercing Jewelry recognizes that most online stores
currently does not have a single store that offers a wide selection of decent quality
Jewelry for the fashion conscious consumer, there are hundreds of styles of body
Jewelry and we plan to make them all available at our online store. The competitive
edge is the recognition of this un-served niche and the serving of this demand.
Piercing Jewelry will be able to offer a large selection through a unique inventory
model that stocks a large number of styles with few common sizes per style. The
advantage to this is that for the same amount of money that Piercing Jewelry invests in
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overhead, they can offer far more styles.
This model is effective because target customers will buy Jewelry based on style.
The way Jewelry fits is of little consequence if it looks good. For this reason our
customers are willing to order the jewelry sight seen but not fitted perfectly unless they
are really size conscious. For the Size Conscious customers the jewelry that they would
care about the most includes Straight Barbells. We offer three-day delivery with an
additional expense rush overnight option for nearby market.
Our positioning on this point is very hard to match, but only if we maintain this
focus in our strategy, marketing, business development, and implementation. There
cmTently are very few commerce sites for Piercing Jewelry online, so if the
implementation happens quickly, we will be one of the first Professionals in the market.
If we can also implement original product content that helps users purchase products

online, we will be that much further ahead of every other online retailer in our space.
For the person creating a personalized and unique impression of her body,
Piercing Jewelry is the best global source for selection and price points of the Jewelry
and customer-oriented design services. Customers will be impressed with, and return
for, the great in-stock selection, value-oriented pricing, and excellent customer service.
4.4

Competitive Analysis

SWOT

The following SWOT analysis captures the key strengths and weaknesses within
the company, and describes the opportunities and threats facing Piercing Jewelry.
Strengths

(1)

Strong relationships with suppliers that offer credit arrangements,
flexibility, and response to special product requirements.
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(2)

Excellent and stable staff, offering personalized customer service. Staff who
are well trained and customer attentive.

(3)

Great retail space that offers flexibility with a positive and attractive
atmosphere.

(4)

Strong merchandising and product presentation.

(5)

In-store complementary products such as buy up to 10 pieces get 1 pierce
free add interest, stability and revenue.

(6)

High customer loyalty among repeat and high-dollar purchase customers
due to community section.

(7)

Strong artistic team includes some of the finest Jewelry and information
provided to site visitors.

(8)

An efficient, stylish retail store with extensive site content setting abilities

that has made our site one of the many popular sites to visit for purchase.
(9)

Source of inspirational and unique· body art information provided by
experts.

(10) Our main strength also lies in the fact that we serve niche market and our
website offers customer unique content about the type of jewelry they need
for different part of their bodies and also what jewelry can be used for
various locations.
(11) Our website had speedy download time of graphics, with easy to navigate
catalog.

Weakness
(1)

Staii up cost of business is high while the sale of product generated in the
first few years doesn't generate enough income.
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(2)

A large number of experienced Body Jewelry sites. Most of our competitor
have placement in well-known search engine for top ranking position and
popular keywords, raising advertising cost and requires a lot of marketing
effort.

(3)

Challenges of the seasonality of the business, our products are not very
popular during the winters.

(4)

Internet market is still growing but at a rather slow speed and our local
market itself is still lagging behind in Security and Payment issues.

(5)

Small opt-in customer list, most site users seek to remain anonymous thus
making it difficult to collect information.

(6)

Target markets are rather small since we target on niche market.

(7)

Non-Personalization since software used for personalization 1s too
expensive and we cannot afford to implement it yet.

(8)

The inability to provide instant gratification by having all sizes in stock.

Opportunities
(1)

Growing market with a significant pe<rcentage of our target market still not
knowing we exist.

(2)

Continuing opportunity through strategic alliances for referrals and
marketing activities.

(3)

Benefiting from high levels of new styles of body jewelry and ability to
obtain cheaper body jewelry.

(4)

Internet potential for selling products to other markets and people from all
over the world are viewing our website.

(5)

Marketing effort if directly towards the right target can reach number of
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niche customers.
(6)

No real competitor m this market, smce most jewelry shops are not
professionally managed and site featUres still looks un-professional. Even
most Body Jewelry sites in the top placement of Search engines still have
very poor looking site.

(7)

Partnership with well-known Jewelry store locally & globally. Possible
affiliates program with other jewelry stores and also have our own affiliate
programs. (Cross Selling)

(8)

The Internet has provided us with opportunities to promote our website
online and be able to manage it our self.

(9)

A possibility of creating a strong online brand exists through various search
engines including Pay Per Clicks.

(10) We can also diversify to Jewelry products in the future and create more
online stores at a low cost.
(11) Tremendous opportunity exists m keeping in touch with our customers
directly through site feedback, suggestions and Monthly Newsletters.
(12) A growing segment of the market that is increasingly bothered by having to
travel to stores for nice Body Jewelry.
Threat
(1)

Competition from global marketplace or a store with greater financing or
product resources could enter the market.

(2)

Catalog resources, from our competitors, are aggressively priced with
comparable products.

(3)

Dramatic changes in design, including jewelry colors, material and styles,
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creates obsolete or less profitable inventory.
(4)

Parent band on teenagers to use such jewelry and the right age of getting
pierced is 18 years old.

(5)

The introduction of a competitor to the offline Jewelry Market and online
experienced Jewelry sellers with a similar business model.

(6)

Constant delays in the shipment of product or the unavailability of many of
the advertised designs.

Porter's Five-Force Analysis
Before analyzing our competitors individually we need to analyze our industry as
a whole. From what we observed through research, there currently is no one place for
Jewelry seekers to purchase Body Jewelry online; there are hundreds of sites offering
such items with good information. Customers as a group have many commerce and
content needs that are currently only fulfilled offline and through word-of-mouth at
piercing shops or through recommendations of friends.

Rivalry among Competing Sellers in the Industry
The online commerce market is new, rapidly evolving and intensely competitive.
Since the introduction of online commerce, the number of online commerce Web sites
competing for customer attention has increased rapidly. We expect future competition
to intensify given the relative cases with which new Web sites can be developed.
(1)

We currently or potentially will compete with a variety of competitors,
including traditional retailers of pierci.ng products, which may compete with
both an online and offline presence, including piercing shops.

(2)

Manufacturers of our body jewelry that decide to sell directly to endcustomers, either through physical retail outlets or through an online store;
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(3)

Other online retailers of luxury and premium products, including online
service that provides feature shopping services.

We believe that intelligent use of technology, low pricing, good customer service,
convenience quality, wide selection, site features and content is the main basis for
competing and securing a higher market position. Many of our current and potential
traditional store-based and online competitors, particularly the traditional store-based
retailers and the brand owners of products we sell, have longer operating histories,
larger customer or user bases, greater brand recognition and significantly greater
financial, marketing and other resources than we do. Many of these current and
potential competitors can devote substantially more resources to Web site and systems
development than we can. In addition, larger, well-established and well-financed
entities may acquire, invest in or form joint ventures with online competitors.
Our competitors may be able to secure products from vendors on more favorable
te1ms, fulfill customer orders more efficiently and adopt more aggressive pricing or
inventory availability policies than we can. Traditional store-based retailers also enable
customers to see and feel products in a manner .that is not possible over the Internet.
Given our limited operating history, many of our competitors have significantly greater
experience selling piercing products.
For example, established catalog retailers may have greater experience than we do
m marketing and selling goods with in-person customer interaction. Our online
competitors are particularly able to use the Internet as a marketing medium to reach
significant numbers of potential customers. Finally, new technologies and the expansion
of existing technologies, such as price comparison programs that select specific titles
from a variety of Web sites and may direct customers to other online retailers, will
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mcrease competition. However the competitors have many drawbacks and if we
implement our technologies fast enough we can compete with them at the same level.

Bargain Power of Suppliers
Whether the supplier has strong bargain power depends on market conditions of
the industry. In our case Suppliers have a strong bargain power since there are very few
suppliers that produce piercing jewelry in Thai market and they can also produce the
product much cheaper than European or American market. Suppliers also have number
of small offline retail stores buying products from them to resell to end customers.
Since we are the middleman suppliers have high bargain power and they can make a
choice to sell to customers online. However to avoid being over dependant on a supplier
we have various suppliers that provide variety of products to us.

Bargain Power of Buyers
Buyers have substantial bargain leverage, since there is intense competition in the
industry the customers has a wide selection of websites that provide lots of promotions,
discounts, sweepstakes and more. Internet has enabled customers to be able to quickly
and easily compare prices amongst competitors and purchase from the one providing
lowest price. To sell products such as piercing jewelry there is no customer loyalty since
customer's shop according to style and fashion, whichever site provides products that is
most suitable to customer's choice that is where they would buy. Internet customers are
known to be bargain seekers and usually look around for the site that provides the
lowest price before actual buying. Most customers are price sensitive and if customers
find a similar product with lower cost or more discount customers may just buy from
the competitor. Hence the bargain power of the users is high.
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Threat of Potential New Entrant

The threat of potential entrants to an industry depends on two factors: barrier to
entry and expected reaction of incumbent websites to new entry. Since the Internet is
open to all types of businesses barriers to entry isn't a serious factor since all sites
selling the same products are competitors of each other and no one company captures
the entire market. Anyone can open a website offering product on piercing jewelry and
have the advantage to understand their user's needs before they enter and take away
existing uses from a website. If a new firm does enter it will have to provide a lot of
infonnation, effective promotions, low price, quality products and also have a very
advance technology in order to survive since the existing web sites will defend their
market position aggressively. Most new entrants have to be well aware of Internet
marketing techniques and promotion strategies before they are able to acquire or capture
customers of existing competition.
Substitute Goods

Competitive pressures from substitute products depend on three factors:
( 1)

Is Substitute Products better priced?

(2)

How Satisfactory is the substitute product m terms of quality or other
attributes?

(3)

Is it easy for customer to switch to a competitor's product?

Most of our customer can switch to buying silver jewelry instead and also it
doesn't require getting pierced before the customer can actually wear the product.
Jewelry such as necklaces, bracelets and anklets are other options that customers are
most likely to buy. However the silver jewelry are more expensive and cannot be
sanitized as easily as surgical steel sold on our site. But high-grade plastic is a great
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alternative to other body piercing; plastic that is black light reflective and in different
colors is becoming quite popular while they are also cheaper than surgical steel. There
are a lot of substitute products but we usually do not recommend use of stainless steel.
Substitute product has moderate bargaining power because there are pros and cons to
getting a piercing and the products customer's wishes to use.
Spelt Analysis
Social and cultural

The pierced generally punctures holes in their body because they have a liking to
look unique and also want to fit into a completely different social lifestyle. However the
job opp01iunities of people with multiple body piercing can be limited, but nowadays a
lot of people have at least one, and it is becoming more socially acceptable for men to
have earrings and most women have a belly ring or tongue ring, those being the most
popular. Culturally speaking, body piercing is a very ancient practice, especially to
indigenous Polynesian, African, South American, and North American people. The
piercing practices where a "coming of age" ceremony for the tribes youth, their
introduction to adulthood and tattooing was a sign of warrior prowess, those values are
held today by many who get tattoos and piercing, it represents a vivacious lifestyle.
Piercing was also practiced for attractiveness in ancient culture so the culture
significance of body enhancement is as relevant today as it was in ancient cultures
Political and Economics

The term of political stability if this is existent with the economy will be stable
and grow. However our business can also be affected by taxation of government, or by
rules and regulations that affect our business directly. Internet businesses are not very
stable at the moment due to laws and regulations that still needs to be finalized between
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different countries. Most investors are very careful about investing in dotcom
companies due to high a lot of bankruptcy faced by these types of businesses. Despite
the economy people still buy jewelry, and piercing jewelry being cheap it isn't affected
by economic turndowns.

Legal
The Ecommerce law of various countries is different thus effecting development
of businesses in various ways, the seller and buyer protection laws of various countries
differ and the ownership of goods in the USA is when the sender sends the goods while
in Thailand it is when the receiver receives the goods. This could greatly affect our
business if customers need to claim a product. Also the minimum age to be bind by a
contract in USA is 18 Years and in Thailand is 20 Years some countries still refer to 20
years as the legal age to be bind by a contract. However if a customer with the age
lower than 18 purchases with us and abuses the terms of service they could be exempt
by the law.

Technology
The intrastate m Thailand is not as developed as in the United States. Most
Internet services are still very expensive and users at home have to pay a lot to get
online. As time passes the infrastructure becomes better and cheaper. It will be faster to
do business in the future and new technologies would enhance the development of the
Internet such that customers are able to obtain faster and better service. But to keep up
with the pace of technology we must be able to invest in programmers and a lot of
software. Some of this software are being sold cheaper and are easily available online.
Technology plays an important role in the success of our website.

Competitor's Website Features Analysis & Comparison
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Piercing Jewelry will be the first to market with a commerce site that includes a
wealth of product content for body jewelry seekers. There are currently very few sites
providing quality products and product information to body jewelry seekers
online. Piercing Jewelry will focus on building the best of our jewelry commerce site.
Customers will be able to provide direct feedback through our community section.
TheChainGang.com is a body jewelry site that exists in this space. They have a
few products for sale, but really do not focus on professional online commerce at all.
This is a website that has an amateur feel to it, with some basic content and few
products items listed on its site.
We staii with a critical competitive edge: there is no competitor we know of that
can claim near as much specific expertise on the problems and opportunities of
developing online commerce sites. Most of them lack professionalism in their website.
Customers are not likely to purchase from websit~s that does not look professional or do
not take details into account. These include Privacy, Security and Payment Policies.
What Sets Us Apart From The Competition?

Low Price, High Quality products but that isn't all that the customer is looking for
they are looking for Safe Jewelry, Fast Delivery, Security in process of buying and
Unique and Trendy Jewelry.
Cost Leadership

The only way to survive in online business is through price competition, our cost
advantage lies in the fact that we are able to obtain Body Jewelry from local suppliers
that provide each piece of Jewelry at around 80 Baht to 130 Baht where as most website
sell the product for no less than USD 15, however our site provides product as low as
USD5.
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Differentiation
Our product is very unique to the global market since we have them made locally,
with designs that are trendy and high quality. We also strive to be different by providing
original content, testimonials, recommendations, and user experience postings on our
web board and community creation. We also provide customers with the ability to
return product if the product is damaged and we cover the shipping charges in this case
since customers are not considered to be responsible for the damage.

Competitor Attack Strategy
Perfonn search on several major search engines and directories to search for
keywords such as Body Jewelry, Piercing Jewelry, Navel Jewelry and Tongue Jewelry
and see the top 10 competitors listed in the search engines. We need to study their
source files and view their Meta tags to analyze why there are ranked so high on the
search engines. Study the competitor's site and try to identify the strategies they use and
what information they provide that we do not have.
Buy competitors products in order to review their website's purchasing process,
delivery process, and customer service and response procedures.
There are hundreds of online competitors for body jewelry but I have identified
two most significant ones that are placed high in the Search Engines. The First one is
bodyboy.com and the second is bodypunk.com

Target Markets
By looking at Bodyboy.com and thechaingang.com Homepage we can identify
that they have 3 target market just like Piercing jewelry namely Pierced Community,
Potential Piercee community and Wholesaler Community.
The Bodyboy.com and Thechaingang has a large number of product item to serve
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each of their customers. The product items are similar to Piercing jewelry but our store
has slightly smaller number of products categories because we plan to have best selling
products in store before having too many products in stock at the initial stage.

Home Page <http://www.bigshinyobjects.com/pjdc>
The Horne page of Piercing Jewelry looks very professional and is laid out in a
simple and neat looking style. Everything a customer needs is shown on the top
navigation bar. The Catalogue of the product is the first item on the Navigation Bar.
Piercing jewelry uses colorful red navigation bar and a lot of pictures in the online
shop to make it look more interesting and reflect style of product. Red being a hot color
fits with the theme of the Product that we are selling. The Background is white so that
the product and text can be displayed clearly.

A Picture and Welcome message is

shown on the first page along with the ability to go to a community site from the body
section of the homepage. Very Few information are present on the first page to avoid
congestion and scramming of pictures making it hard for customers to find what they
are looking for. We Plan the Navigation Bar on the top of the Page to make it visible to
the customers and customers can easily move from page to page through the Top
Navigation Bar no matter what pages they are on they will not get lost on our site.
Body Boy uses black color as background which also represents its target's style
but the website is difficult to read or barely visible. They place their link to the product
on the very first page itself. However most of the products are placed in small red links
below the page and not in large text. This is however better than our site in one way the
customer can come in and click on the product items they want right away. Piercing
Jewelry customers will have to go through the catalogue button on the navigation menu
to reach the product they want.
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Bodypunks.com uses Yellow color; this gives the impression of Ebay smce
everything is scrammed up into the first page. They have a drop down menu of list of
products and on the Right Hand side they have the list of products listed again.
Customers would not know what to look at as soon as they land on the page. They have
a lot of information but the page is very un-organized that the customers would be lost.
A lot of promotional information is listed on the first page itself. They have neglected to
organize their content into groups and placing it orderly on their site.
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Figure 4.1.

First Page of Piercing Jewelry Website.
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Figure 4.3.

First Page Body Punks Website.

First Page ofBodyboy.com.
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14 Gauge Blinking Light Banana Bell!

Your cart is empty

A uniaue.choicefor vour N.;weloiercina. This 14 aauae blinkinq charm will fit
most standard navel piercings, It has a 6mm ball on
top and a flashing pendant powered by miniature battery

shopping with Hotke is s~fe,

WHAT'S NEW?
14 Gauge Blinking Light Banana Bell!

A unique choice for your
Navel piercing. This 14 gauge

A uniaue .choicefor vour Naveloiercina. This 14 aauae blinkinq charm will fit
most standard navel piercings, It has a 6mm ball on
top and a flashing pendant powered by miniature battery

blinking charm will fit most
standard navel piercings,

Whettier you are new or old to body piercing? Don't take unnecessary li:sks; check outourquick
piercing. Our piercing giide on what to look out for when gltting a
safety giide is by no means fully emaustive
however it will help steer you through some of the pitfalls and what
you need to look out for before taking the plunge.

Order 5000 or more ...
Questions about
Jewelry s;zes?

Interactive
'---··---·-··--== Gauge Chart

Figure 4.4.

Piercing Jewelry Future Design First Page.

The Piercing Jewelry future homepage should link directly to promotional
products, and piercing information also including a link to the community section. The
Hot Picks on the homepage would provide customers with new products at discounted
price. We would also try and create a Flash Interactive Gauge Chart that will be
accessible on our product page. This will help customer in knowing the correct size of
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their jewelry. The new page has been designed to accommodate Search function &
Newsletter subscriptions. In Future Customer can also Shop by Product, Piercing,
Material, Size and Colors.
Catalogue Page

Our Catalogue Page consists of products lined up neatly along with their
description. By lining our product this way it will be easy for customers to find what
they are looking for and also see the description of the product. If a Customer clicks on
Banana Barbells, they will be taken to the page that consists of products for Banana
Barbells listed with price, product image, and the ability to add to shopping cart right
away to save customer's shopping time. The layout of navigation is the same as the first
page The product section use the white background color so that the website looks neat
and products can be represented clearly and looks attractive to the customers. In case
the customers want more details they can click on the image to view further product
details. The products on each page are limited to only 12 pieces to allow faster
download. In the future when we have more products we will have numbered pages so
that customers can move from one page to another easily.
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Name

Banana Barbells

Banana-shaped stainless curved bar with removable
stainless-steel bead

D

Belly Bells are larger, decorative Banana Bells that
frequently feature dangling accessories - really eyecatching on the dance floor.

Banana-shaped stainless curved bar with removable

stainless-steel bead

Figure 4.5.
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Catalogue Page of Piercing Jewelry.

Name

Discount Pnce

14 G Banana Barbel! with Aquamarine

$7.79

14 G Banana Babel/ 1•;ith 1'.ouamarine

$6.59

$4.99

Purchase Now

0

('Adcit;;;:-.;,:-t)

D

(Addt~ Ca .=-tJ

(P.-dcit;,(;;:tJ

Figure 4.6. Product Page of°Piercing Jewelry.
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Figure 4.7. Future Product Page of Piercing Jewelry.
Our Future Catalogue page will have a search function along with ability to shop
by product or shop by piercing.
Catalogue page of Body boy looks very unprofessional. Some Pictures are big
while some smaller. This shows lack of inconsistency. One of the Product Pictures is
also missing. However we must keep in mind that this site had a high ranking in the
search engme, which means that they must have gotten their Search Engine
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Optimization Techniques correct. The Site has a Search Function that works perfectly,
if a search about an item that is not in their store is conducted, the site doesn't return
search not found, instead what it does is suggest a product that the customer may be
interested in. This Feature captures the customer's interest to continue looking for
products within the page.
The Catalogue Page of Body Punk is neatly laid out unlike the opening page,
which is cramped up with lots of promotional items. Few Products are shown on the
page to allow fast load time. Customers can also move from one page to another easily
via the page numbers or the drop down menu at the top. This page provides customers
with little brief description however if customer wanted to shop right away they could
not add the product to the shopping cart. They have to click on the product and view
more details which require another process.

Figure 4.8.

Body Boy Product page.
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BARBELLS::BLACKLINE

4mm

II

'mill

f:.PI8Lrn10

BPIBLK.013

ad11anced technofogv as a surface

~~~n~:~r;:1:~~~~ ~;d~~~~~~~e

14g Blackline barbell ,.,
ptice1 $12.50

BPIBLK015
12g BlackLine barbell ...
price: $12.50

with 3 o .. ,
price1 $12.00

6mm

'II ltl 'II
BP!BLK017
8~ Blat.~n~e_ barbell

Figure 4.9.
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Gg Bla~kLlne barbell , ..

Body Punks Product Page.

Our Product page: Once the customer sees the product they likes she then clicks
on the image and will be taken to the next page that has a picture of the product along
with detail description here the customer choose the size and add the item to the
shopping cart. Before choosing the sizes customer can also view the sizing chart or view
the location guide, which is available in our service page. In the future instead of going
to the Service page we will have a link on every page so that customer can quickly and
easily obtain piercing information. Also the customers can click next and previous to
view the next product instead of going back to the product page again. But at the
moment the website was set up simply due to limited inventory.
We also plan to have a Suggested products section on the right hand side and
customers can see the about us, shipping policy, payment terms which are shown on the
side so that customer can be sure that we

provide reliable services.
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C.:>taloque >Banana Barbells> 14 G Banana Barbell with Aquamarine

Surgical Steel Silver Aquamarine Swarovski Crystal Banana Barbells
Size
Color

~ G~_~ge _I Le_n_~th.(~]
Clear

Material Surgical Steal
Price

$8.79

Discount '$7.79

El

Figure 4.10.

Banana Barbell Product page.

In our future page, once the customer sees the product she likes she then clicks on
the image and will be brought to this page which has a larger view of the product item
along with detail description, here the customer can fill in the Product item required, the
color, the size and add the item to the shopping cart. Before adding the size to the box
provided the customer can also view the sizing chart or view the location guide. The
customers can click next and previous to view the next product instead of going to the
product page again. Suggested products items are also provided on the right hand side
and customers can see the about us, shipping policy, payment terms which are shown on
the side so that customer can be sure that we provide reliable services.
After the customer adds the product to the shopping cart the process will be same
for both our old and new site. The customer can check and view their cart anytime but
they will not be able to track the product, but it is one of our future strategies.
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~tc~~c~'.''~;~r~~~~~~a B el~~~ilv;~~;;;~:~;.~~;~::;;~t~;:~~~;~ - ~~···~~-~---5_::£~~i--.--~-~-··--·~-~stud earring. The mounting is a four-prong
basket setting with a screw back post. Each
earring weighs roughly 1/8 carats, fora total
diamond weight of 1/4 carats. The diamonds
are G/H color with VS d arity,

Gauge:
Length:
Pieces:
Weight:

Size:
Grade:
Stone:
Location:
Origin:

l

18g

free size
316L British Surgical steel
Aquamarine Swarovoski Crystal
Navel
Hand Crafted in Thailand

This Item is Brand New Never Been Worn
The Shaft is 316L Surgical steel
From The UK.
All Products are sealed.
We Ship World Wide.

Custon1er Support
Jol·1n Smith
cusiomer-s:er,1ceiJ:•iKitjevi.ef r:1 com
00662-33:32145

652-33921 44

~ Cm~1n1ents

Co!hns.-~lohn::on::::

c otnrnent3@ho!Jev,ehy.com
662-3392143

~

Retut11s
Fred Bo9gs
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Please Note:
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·

Whofesafe Enquiries
Oem:el Stevensons
v1t·1o!es:ile1@-hotjev·1:!ry.rom
662-3392144

ABOUT HOT BODY JEWELRY
TOP QUAUTY /SODY J€wtlRV
AT ill€ lOwtIT POSS!&.€

PRIC£Sll

Hand crafted direct from our Modem
Bangkok design and production center!
Our International design teams are
consistently leading the pack with
exciting new designs .:md concepts in
Body Jewelry. We have been established
for more than 10 years in a country that
is renowned for outstanding design and
meticulous production skills.
Payment

We acc<j)t payments by VISA AMEX, and
MASTERCARD, cashier checks, Money
Orders, Pay Pal, and Bid Pay. We provide
secure on line payment s~is:tem s to ensure our
customers of secure and reliable shopping
e>operience.

.Shippin9 Terrns
l/i./e Ship Wodd \fl/ide. Please review our
Shipping price list here

Return Policy
Given the hygienic nature of any

Body Jewelry 1 ~..1.ie are unable to
accept any returns once the sealed
p.;i:ckage is opened, W'e will gladly
accept returns on unopened packages.

Please email us for details
Privacy Policy
We ensure sb'i ct confidentiality of information
pro\1ded. VieN our priv.:icy polfi;y

Figure 4.11.

Piercing Jewelry futures Banana Barbell Page.

The Body Boy Vibrating Tongue Ring Product Page consists of brief product
description, picture, price and box to add to add number of item to shopping cart. Once
the "Add to Cart" is clicked we still remain on the same page. This would confuse the
customer because usually when we click on add to cart we are taken to the shopping
cart to see that the product is inside the basket. In order to view the shopping cart
customer must click on view cart on the top of the page. Customer may get confused
and end up having many repetitive items in the shopping cart. The Body Punk Product
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page consists of Product number instead of product name. The Description of the
product isn't very clear that it is a Straight Barbell. However they have an option to add
number of quantity and the size customer requires. They also have a sizing chart help,
which is located on the left hand side. Customer can add product to cart right away.

Figure 4.12. Body Boy Tongue Ring Page.
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4mm

ll

BPIBLKOlO
advanced technology as a surface enhancement on medical grade titanium
plating. 169 (l.2mm) with 3 or 4mm balls

Price: $12.00 •• ,h

Quantity:

SIZE1

Add to cart->

Figure 4.13.

Body Punk Straight Barbell Page.

itefl>tPJCt\noe ,,,-,,

4mm

ll

~::tU\010 SIZE: 16g 5/16 with 3mm$ 12 . 00

Enter QTY. O and press Update Catt to delete an ltem from your shopping c:artl

Iv

Figure 4.14.

Body Punk's.Check out page.
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After the product is added to the shopping cart the customer can either check out
or continue shopping. The product can be removed or added to the shopping caii.
However it does not give the price each product item but instead totals them up along
with the shipping charges. The Body punks work the same way only that it shows the
cost of the product clearly. After checking out we will see the product along with its
price displayed. The credit card and billing information can be filled and the process is
complete. The body punks require that the cust01ner register before making a purchase.
Most customers would avoid doing so and thus abandon the shopping cart.

Figure 4.15.

Body Boy Check out page.
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Service$

Company lnform-aflon

Piercing Commvnity

Polky

Services
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We have been offering our trusted and award winning services on the Internet. We offer discreet,
knowledgeable live help and information about piercing jewelry.

~

Please take a few moments to view our Body Piercing and Product Information guidelines. If you have
any other questions you can also visit our community· section where are experts will post answers to
your questions as soon as possible.

General Piercing Information
• sizin9 chart
• Piercing Care fk Precautions

Product Information
• Gauge Sizes
• V~lhat Jewelrv Goes 1,A/here

Figure 4.18. Piercing Jewelry Service Page.
On our Service Page we provide information on s1zmg chart, p1ercmg
information and healing information including products infonnation. We also have
Pictures that customers send to us which are posted onto our Community Section. Most
people look for information before they make a purchase, and since our site provides a
web board to post their thoughts and questions it is likely that customers would keep
coming back. The Bodypunk.com and Bodyboy.com both have info1mation about after
care and piercing information. However we provide information in a more organized
way and we also have more information than them. We also have a community section
whereas both these website do not have one. However Bodyboy.com has a section that
contains pictures of customers with piercing, just like our site. The Body punk keeps
customer's database by making them sign up to their website before purchase of any
kind. They also have live chat, and tracking of orders. Bodypunks.com have a lot of
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promotions on their page to attract customers. We provide more information to our
customers than our competitors do. We also have a section for FAQ and incase the
customer got lost on our website they can visit our site map which links to all our
information.
Company Information Page - In this page we provide customers about information on
our background, how we started where we are today. Once we start selling a testimonial
section, press release, section will be added to this to company information or about us
page.

B

Where We Started

PiercingJewelry .com opened its virtual doors in January 2002 with a mission to use the Internet to
transform Fashion Jewelry buying into the fastest, easiest 1 and most enjoyable shopping experience
possible. While our customer base and product offerings have grown considerably in the past few
rnonths 1 we still maintain our founding commitment to customer satisfaction and the delivery of an
inspiring shopping experience.

D

Where We Are Today

Today, PiercingJewelry.com is the place to find and discover any form of piercing jewelry you want to
buy online. We 1re very proud that the number of people visiting our site has grown considerably in the
8
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Figure 4.19. Piercing Jewelry About us Page.

Piercing Community Section - Before the customer gets into our community section
they much sign up for a name and password to be able to post questions or answers.
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Website Owner
Joinedr 21 May 2003
Location1 Thailand
Posts: 1e

You have decided to have your body pierced and you are asking yourselfi "I
want it done now, so where do I go?" In this era of b!oodborne diseases you
MUST be very careful who you have perform your piercing! This guide is
brought to you by the The Association of Professional Piercers to assist you in
making a better-informed decision regarding your piercing because IT'S YOUR
CHOICE!

These questions will help you pick your piercer and piercing studio. These are
meant to be quidelines and can aid you in havlnq a safe piercinq experience.

;

.... '

Figure 4.20. Piercing Jewelry Piercing Community Page.

Site Policy - This section is very important to our business, it provides customers an
insight of how we would protect them and our self. It gives customers an idea about the
type of payment we accept our security measures, returns of product etc.

If the Policy section and Service section does not answer customer's needs they
can also visit our Help section where we list FAQ and provide customers with details on
how to contact us.
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General Site Policy applies to anyone who visits the Piercing Jewelry Web site or uses any of our
services. By using Piercing Jewelry services 1 you agree to comply with this any other policies, which
apply to particular services or communities.

We may change Site Policy and our policies applying to particular services at any time by changing or
removing existing terms or adding new ones. We will tell you about any changes by posting an
updated version of the particular policy on our Web site. Any change we make applies from the date
we publish it on the Web site.
Please click on a policy to read it.

Payrnent Pokv

Figure 4.21. Piercing Jewelry Policy Page.

If you have a problem, please this page before contacting supoort.

l 1 ve finished shopping. How do I check out?
vou\,•.:> fl;-,!shGd
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Figure 4.22.

dunng e:ne visit und c.e:rr,ing
your c:at. if )'"L•1.i c~ecicle noi; to

Piercing Jewelry FAQ Page.
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We need to adopt some of the functions that our competitors have such as Order
tracking and Live Chat. Implementing the following would also make our business
competitive:
Market Research
Multiple-choice qmzzes can be used to assess product knowledge of the
customers, and also run promotional contest to attract customer's interest. The highest
scorer could win a prize from our website. Or we can also have online e-Polls to get and
idea of what the customers think of our product & service, or what items they would
rate as Hot & Trendy. Sometimes customers would also be asked to do a survey for our
site and obtain a discount on their next purchase.
Search & Index of Our Website
This feature will allow site visitors to seek out specific information at our site if
we have very large inventory in the future. This will make information retrieval quick
and efficient.
Intelligent Prompting Online Form
This system can insure that a user completes all necessary data that is required in
an online form.

Registration System
We will keep records of customers only if a user chooses to register with us. This
system will enable us to keep track of current customers and also process customer's
orders faster. They will not need to re-enter their data every time they wish to purchase
a product.
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Our Website Must Provide the Following Features For Customer Convenience
(1)

Customers should be able to check the menu easily and to navigate from
page to page without getting confused.

(2)

Order online in real time and the order process should not be more than 5
clicks away.

(3)

Customers must be able to find out what products are on promotion or what
items are hot this month from the first page.

(4)

We will also implement Discount coupons so that customers can use them
online at our site to obtain a discount ·

(5)

Our content must be up to date; we will include articles about piercing
stories in our newsletter, fashion jewelry or hot items.

4.5

Marketing Strategies

Vision

To exchange the completive edge of the Piercing Jewelry business in the Internet
economy by being information rich and product rich center and try to gain customers
trust as the sole distributor of extensive selection of body jewelry.
Objective
(1)

To provide online PJ Information

(2)

To make use of the database with web design pertinent with the web

(3)

To generate revenue from selling PJ on the site and also offering wholesale
order through email.

(4)

To allow the global market to find the information with a click anytime and
anywhere.

(5)

Our objective is to grow our market position in the wholesale category by
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adding a completely new section of in website to provide personalized
service and access to cheaper pricing more conveniently via the Internet to
this target section.
Mission:

"We seek to offer customers incredible value on the largest inventory of piercing
jewelry in the market, all with the privacy, security and convenience of online
shopping."
Long Term Goals

(1)

Our Long-term goal is to be one of the leading online retailers of body
jewelry. Key elements of our strategy include:

(2)

Focus on the Navel Jewelry since it is the most pierced area amongst
women. We would strive to become what we believe to be one of the
leading sellers of Belly barbells on the Internet by providing hundreds of
styles at competitive prices.

(3)

Our goal is to grow our market position and expand our customer base
through superior execution and strong relationships with other offline
wholesalers and manufacturer for the products that we do not make
ourselves but require their expertise to do so.

(4)

We believe that there are excellent online market opportunities for a variety
of Body Jewelry and new body piercing jewelry are being innovated now
and then to serve our target customers. We would use the internet along
with combination of our extensive selection, hands-on customer service and
the efficiencies of the Internet allow us to offer corporate accounts a more
convenient, customized and value added service.
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(5)

We intend to establish a brand identity that will support the creation of an
Internet Piercing community and provide users to share their experience of
their piercing and their pictures.

(6)

We intend to incorporate features that provide personalized customer
interaction to enhance the customer's shopping experience and build
customer loyalty.

Short-term goal
(1)

We will focus our website to be user friendly, convenience, value, selection,
trust and service.

(2)

We intend to create an environment where our shoppers are confident that
they have found a smarter, easier and more compelling way to buy funky
jewelry.

(3)

We intend to pursue new opportunities to increase our sales by: ·increasing
product selection in each section, continuing to take steps to add new
customers and to promote repeat purchases, pursuing international market
opportunities.

(4)

We are committed to growing capacity rapidly in order to sustain high
levels of customer service. We believe that our ability to establish and
maintain long-term relationships with our customers, earn their trust and
encourage repeat visits and purchases, largely depends on the strength of
our customer support and fulfillment operations and staff. Therefore our
short te1m goal would be to provide our customers with best service by
frequently updating our site, FAQ section, adding new products, answer
customer enquiries within 24 hours or 48 hours latest, and much more. We
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plan to employ high-quality customer service staff with a broad range of
experience and knowledge enabling us to quickly respond to customer
phone calls and e-mails.
(5)

We provide extensive training to our customer service representatives,
including on-site training from manufacturers, to allow our representatives
to answer a broad array of questions regarding product styles, features and
technical specifications, as well as provide product recommendations. Our
customer service representatives are available through phone; e-mail and an
online chat service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

(6)

Before shipment, we inspect each product, and in the case of watches, adjust
the size and set the time for the customer. We ship almost all of our
products on the date of order entry. Once shipment is made, we immediately
send e-mail confirmation to the customer.

(7)

We are also dedicated to increase sales through increase traffic and web
presence by using advertising strategies to strengthen our Image value and
brand recognition.

Marketing Mix
Product Offering
Piercing Jewelry strives to have the largest selection of Jewelry in the online
market. We will accomplish this by stocking few common sizes per style as a
demonstration model. Then we will order within 1-2 days the style in the needed sizes.
This will be accomplished through a special relationship with the suppliers who are able
to send out on demand the right size in the right style.
Often suppliers will be unwilling to send out less than 500 Pieces at a time. Since
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we live in the local market our wholesaler can send us the product as often as possible.
However piercers generally care more about style then than the size, this is evident by
the fact that the number of Banana Barbells with gems sell better than Straight Plain
Barbells because they are fancier and the common sizes are 12 GA, 14 GA and 16 GA.
With this recognized, Piercing Jewelry will meet the customer's needs by providing an
unmatched selection of Jewelry fashion for Piercers with common sizes in store, But if a
customer requires a size that isn't common, a special order is placed with the
wholesaler.

Our Product Catalogue consists of the following products:
Banana Barbell
(1)

Description Banana-shaped stainless curved bar with removable stainlesssteel bead and a fixed bead with set colored gemstone

(2)

Most popular sizes for navel: Metal thickness 1,6mm (14ga), diameter
12mm, lOmm.

(3)

Material: Surgical stainless steel.

Curved Barbell
(1)

Description: Stainless steel curved bar with two beads of the same size both
screwed onto the bar.

(2)

Most popular sizes for the navel: Metal thickness 1,6mm (14ga), diameter
12mm, lOmm.

(3)

Material: Surgical stainless steel.

Straight Barbells
(1)

Description: Straight stainless-steel barbell with two beads screwed on the
barbell
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(2)

Most popular sizes for tongue (new piercing): metal 1,6mm (14ga),
diameter 20mm, 23mm.

(3)

Most popular sizes for tongue (healed piercing): metal 1,6mm (14ga),
diameter 15mm.

(4)

Most popular size for nipple: metal 1,6mm (14ga), diameter 14mm.

(5)

Most popular size for eyebrow: metal .1,6mm (14ga), diameter Smm, lOmm.

(6)

Material: Surgical stainless steel.

Circular Barbells

(1)

Description: Stainless-steel horseshoe-shaped barbell with two beads
screwed on the barbell.

(2)

Most popular size for male nipple: metal 1,6mm (14ga), diameter 12mm.

(3)

Most popular size for female nipple: metal 1,6mm (14ga), diameter 16mm.

(4)

Most popular size for navel: metal 1,6mm (14ga), diameter 12mm, lOmm.

(5)

Material: Surgical stainless steel.

Labret Studs

(1)

Description: Labret stud with screwed plate and bead

(2)

Most popular size for lip: metal 1,6mm (14ga), diameter 9mm, 7mm.

(3)

Material: Surgical stainless steel.

Captive Bead Ring (with removable beads)

(1)

Description: Stainless-steel ring with removable bead

(2)

Most popular sizes for nipples: metal 1,6mm (14ga), diameter 12mm
(male); metal 1,6mm (14ga), diameter.16mm (female).

(3)

Most popular size for navel: metal 1,6mm (14ga) or 1,2mm (16ga), diameter
12mm, lOmm.
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(4)

Most popular size for face: metal lmm (18ga), diameter 1 lmm, 9mm.

(5)

Material: Surgical stainless steel.

Nose Studs

(1)

Description: Nostril stud with small end bead

(2)

Size: metal lmm (18ga), bead 3mm.

(3)

Material: Surgical stainless steel

Body Parts

(1)

Navel Jewelry - Initial piercing- captive ring, circular barbell, banana

barbells, curved Barbells with Gauges- 16 to 12 gauge (most common 14
gauge), 3/8"-112"
(2)

Tongue Jewelry - located approximately one inch from tip along the

center line to avoid large veins.

Initial piercing- barbell most

recommended 14 gauge 3/4" or with Gauges- 16, 14, 12 gauge, 3/4', 5/8',
9/16", 1/2"
(3)

Nose Jewelry - very common, best located in the crease of the nose Initial

piercing- captive ring or nose studs with sizes of 20, 18 gauge, 5/16"-1/2"
(4)

Ear Jewelry - Commonly placed in line with the curve of the ear Initial

piercing, products for this part includes piercing stud, captive bead ring,
circular barbell, curved barbells in the sizes of 18, 16, and 14 gauge in
5/16", 7/16", 1/2'', sometimes 5/8
(5)

Eyebrow Jewelry - can be pierced anywhere along its length, though the

outer comer above eyebrow is most popular. It should not contain a lot of
skin past the actual brow hair. Initial piercing- captive ring, curved barbell,
circular barbell with Gauges- 18, 16 gauge (16g is recommended), 3/8 ' -
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7/16"

(6)

Toe Rings - are of free sizes, most pieces can be expanded or contracted

since both ends of the Jewelry are open. The Toe ring can be expanded
using hands and after it is worn it can be squeezed back onto the toe to
give perfect fitting.
Our Primary Points Of Differentiation Offer These Qualities:

(1)

The most extensive access to in-stock, first quality body jewelry items those
are unique to products of the market and offered at affordable prices.

(2)

The largest selection of special-ordered popular jewelry such as Navel,
tongue and eyebrow jewelry, with arrangements to have most of those
products shipped to the customers within 48 hours of placing the order.

(3)

Personal assistance from a design-oriented staff that is qualified and capable
of meeting the needs of discerning customers with high expectations.

(4)

Complementary product offering, including information on body jewelry
and pierced parts treatment, Jewelry sets selection guide, information on
material and sizing guide.

(5)

Piercing Jewelry will qualify for the most attractive retail discount through
these suppliers, offering greater profit margins and more competitive pricing
for any type of jewelry purchases in quantities of 5 to 10 pieces.

Complementary accessories, including toe rings, small earrings, and healing
treatments, are supplied from the supplier's sources.
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Pricing Strategy

What net-shoppers expect to pay for our product or service when buying online is
one of the most critical success issues facing e-businesses and entrepreneurs.
Internet pricing research shows that net-shoppers generally expect at least a 10%
to 20% discount for buying your product or service on the Internet. Expected discounts
for "information products" are even higher, ranging from 10% to 100% of the
conventional offline retail price depending on the topic and type of information.
Additionally, research shows that charging the wrong price online can easily drop total
revenues by 50% or more, and cause e-commerce failures.
Our pricing sends a message to our customers.

Some businesses have been

extremely successful with very high pricing and matching positioning. In addition to
offering higher margins, medium prices are an important part of the benefits we sell.
These price points offer prestige and exclusivity and make our products more desirable.
People don't always want the least expensive product. If the product was very
inexpensive, people didn't believe it offered value; therefore our strategy is to offer
medium pricing or pricing that is competitive with our competitor's pricing.
Since we also believe that our product and service is comparable to competitors
we sometimes price above our competitors on some products while some of our
products are priced lower with discount of 10% to attract customers and also to provide
room for comparison-shopping. Most of our products are much cheaper than what is
sold on our competitor's website while some products can be priced slightly higher.
However we are confident that our pricing is still the lowest, even if we weren't we
would have no problem matching the price of our competitors. Difference would be not
more than $1 or $2.
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We also use Psychological pricing on most of our inventory at the moment, all of
our products are also on discount price, by reducing them by $1 or 10%.
In the future we will use this pricing method only on some of our products to
promote few product categories. However since we are a new store we want to promote
all the products so we offer customers medium pricing with discounts. We will also be
providing guarantee that customers will receive the lowest pricing on the Internet, if
they find the same product; with same material priced lower we will to beat that price
by 5% or even refund if the customers want. However we plan to promote this in the
future.
Our pricing objective is to retain customers with standard pricing methods and
increase volume of existing customers and provide promotions on some items to attract
new customers.
Factors We Considered In Pricing Our Products

In setting up our cost we have taken our variable and fixed cost into account. The
variable costs are those associated with each product that we have in store. Raw
materials and the labor expenses required to create products are examples of variable
costs. Fixed costs are those costs that remain constant, regardless of the volume of
product that we obtain. Rent and utilities are examples of fixed costs.
Most of our products that we can obtain from the supplier would cost around 65 120 Baht, which is 1 USD to 3 USD depending on product style. And most of our
products are sold from prices ranging from USD 6 - USD 15
In addition to the cost structure, the price is determined by these factors:
(1)

Level of demand

(2)

Degree of competitive threat and Competitor's pricing strategy.
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(3)

Impact of government regulation on taxation of online transactions.

(4)

Presence of substitute products such as Costume and Silver Jewelry.

(5)

Product positioning- Quality Jewelry at Reasonable Price.

(6)

Production and distribution capabilities - the cost of shipping the product
items to the customers.

Promotion Strategies
Our promotion strategy will seek to create customer awareness for the products
that we offer, develop the customer base, and work toward building customer loyalty
and referrals.
The method chosen to communicate with customers is through online
promotion. We have chosen an upscale, trendy online store design that would attract
visitors and receives a lot of traffic from Search Engines this will in tum generate large
amount of visibility and quality traffic to our site.
Our Publicity strategies are:
(1)

Include fields e-mail addresses and URLs in our database and on our
sales lead forms. Include our company's URL and contact e-mail address
on all press releases.

(2)

Print our company's URL on all giveaway promotional materials.

(3)

Also have optional pages where customers can complete a short
demographic survey on our company's Web site and they can be
included in a drawing for a special prize. Which will be announced on
our website and also an email will be sent to our customer. This would
capture their information but also exposes them to our site.

(4)

Get our site listed in Jewelry database both online and offline, get listed
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in shopping catalogues of yahoo,
(5)

~r

web malls.

Also post our items on Ebay along with name and brief description of
product, size, material used, color and also our logo to promote our
website and create a stronger branding image. If the customers don't
want to bid for the item on Ebay they can visit our website later on.

(6)

Referral programs where our customers can click on the "Refer a friend"
button and fill out their friend's email address so that they friend can
visit our site for either information or to purchase.

(7)

Using E-mail testimonials on our .website where customers can send us
emails about their experiences and we can post them on our site.

(8)

We will send out monthly newsletters about user experiences, new
jewelry, tips on buying body jewelry, what products are not safe and
more. By providing this type of content our customers can gain
knowledge of the product and gain trust and our positioning in the minds
of customer would be in terms of Professionals. Our Newsletters would
have Titles such as"lO Tips to Safe Body Piercing" this is done to attract
customers to read the article and then below we would include a small
note saying "Now that you know what products are safe if you are ready
to get your body pierced check out our special price trendy body
jewelry."

We would try to get customers to
Bookmark our Web Site so that they can return later and also view our new
products or updated information.
Subscribe To Our Free Newsletter" so that we can capture their e-mail address
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and every time they read our newsletter, it will remind them to return to our site to see
interesting products or content.
Participate On Our Discussion Board by putting up interesting discussion topics
on the front page, this way they will create a community to exchange views and ideas
on the product. By participating they will meet other people and by meeting other
people, they will revisit our web site on a regular basis to exchange ideas.
Allow our visitors to use our articles on their own web site but we will ask them
to include our resource box. This will spread our advertising all over the Internet.
"Fill Out Our Online Survey" Ask visitors to fill out our online survey or
questionnaire. We could use it to get valuable feedback on ways to improve our web
site to increase traffic and we can also give customers discounts on their next purchase
if they fill out our survey.
We will create and affiliate program in the future and ask our visitors to Join Our
Affiliate Program and allow our visitors to make money selling our products or
services. This will increase our traffic because they will link to our web site.
Facts indicate that the main reason why most purchases are made on the Internet is the
result of any one, or a combination of the following:
(1)

Through intense, in-dept research and comparisons of price, product
and sometimes promotion.

(2)

Through a company the customer knows and trusts. Thus it is very
important that our website strategy includes building stronger brand.

(3)

Through Personal recommendations from a trusted friend such as
word of mouth or through referral button in websites.

(4)

Through a company that has earned their trust.
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(5)

One of our most important strategies is to Gain Customer Trust.

We plan to implement this by using following strategies:

(1)

Provide high quality relevant and helpful information about the product we
sell.

(2)

Testimonials through our website's web board where customers can post
their personal experiences with our site, share experiences of getting
pierced, provide novice customers with tips on how to take care of their
jewelry.

(3)

Good Customer Services by replying customer emails within 24 - 48 hours
and later on provide professional chat sessions online to discuss the details
of buying a product.

(4)

Friendly and helpful staff

(5)

Encourage customers to send in feedback and suggestion on information
that customers want to know about.

(6)

Provided testing our competitor market we must also test our own product
from time to time by trying to purchase our own product and review the
result that our staffs are providing.

Advertising Strategies
Specialties

Pens, pencils, pads of paper or sticky notes, magnets, mouse pads, coffee mugs,
etc. These are more for branding and overall awareness than for generating sales leads.
Specialty items like pens, calendars, and coffee cups are good for keeping our name in
front of our customers, as a reminder. We plan to distribute this to customers once they
reach a minimum purchase ofUSD 100.
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Articles, Newsletters and Columns

The best columns and articles are free, and nothing has greater credibility than
coverage in magazines, or websites related to our business. Articles Posted in our sites
about Piercing Jewelry, about new trends in town, or Newsletters sent out to customers
about new product that we are selling or promotions at the store.
Brochures and Circulars

Create our own Brochures online in the fonn of PDF or pictures file sent to
customers email, it would also contain our product pictures information and these
product listings must lead to our online catalogues.
Catalogs

Design, and distribute our own catalog in the form or e-catalogue, since it will be
published online in our website customers can easily purchase from it. We also plan to
implement affiliate programs so that our affiliates can have our e-catalogues posted on
their site, however the final process of the sales would be done at our site. I.E. Once a
customer clicks on a product in our affiliate site they will be lead to our site to fulfill
any orders or continue looking around for products. Another way is to list our product
in Froogle Google's Product Search Engine and This Yahoo! Directory search result
Banner Exchange/ Links Exchange

Our site needs to be linked to sites that relates to our business in some way or the
other. These sites can include other Silver Jewelry or Costume Jewelry or Tattoo sites.
By exchanging links we can generate more awareness and also increase our link
popularity and better chances for customers to find us.
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E-cards

In the future we plan to create free e-cards relating to our products, customers can
send these e-cards to their friends for free. However the name of the company will be
printed on each picture so that customers are aware of our brand.
Direct Marketing & Create Profitable Relationships

Create a friendly, long-term relationship with all our customers. Practice good
customer service and follow-up with them on a regular basis. We intend to follow-up
with gifts, greeting cards, newsletters, coupons, special offers, and reminders, your
ezine, helpful advice, etc.
Create Strategic Deals

Create strategic alliances with other web sites. We could exchange banner ads;
sell each other's products as back-end products, cross-promote, etc. We could also
create a web site together and promote it on your separate web sites.
Create Targeted Traffic

Allow visitors to reprint the content on our web site. But we would ask them to
include our resource box and a link to our site in exchange. This will tum our content
into a traffic machine and the external links will help increase our ranking in some
search engines.
Email Marketing

Newsletters - A regular newsletter keeps our company name m front of our
customers, or potential customers, and can be an excellent fit to stimulate repeat
purchases and customer loyalty. We would have our newsletters running every 2
months to provide customers information on new products in store and what's hot in
town. These newsletters would be sent directly to customers who opt into our list.
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Confirm Orders & Follow up email
Even though our online form provides an acknowledgement page, we should
email our customer to confirm their orders and thanking them for purchasing at our site.
Once the customer receives their product we can follow up with an email to find out if
the customers were satisfied with the product.

Return Policy
If customers aren't happy with our product we strongly stand by our word that
they can return the product, provided the product is in the same packaging as it was sent
in. By allowing customers to return products makes them confide in our company.
Other than the above we also plan to promote our website at every opportunity, by
printing our website names on business cards, stationary, customer give always, jewelry
packages, envelope, letters, post cards and so on.

Sales Promotion (Coupons & Sweepstakes)
Provide customers with discount coupons of 5% - 10% that can be used for their
next purchase. Two Monthly Contest Winners are picked out randomly from list of
customers that have purchased from us and these customers will receive 1 piece of free
jewelry each with free shipping. The names of winners would be posted on the site
along with style of jewelry chosen. Customers are also entitled to win gifts if they fill
out our surveys. For certain amount of purchase we would include some free items for
customers. In the future when we implement our loyalty program customers will also be
able to keep points and redeem them for gifts or to buy jewelry.

Place
The Internet is the main distribution channel for piercing jewelry's product and
services. Piercing jewelry's role in the industry is the intermediary or the retailer, we
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bring jewelry from the suppliers/manufacturer that can provide them cheap and re-sell it
to customers. We communicate with both Suppliers and customers and consolidate
product of different suppliers into one product catalogue allowing customers to find
variety when they buy with us. The name of our website will be piercingjewelry.net or
piercing-jewelry.com and our product will be sold only on the Internet. On the Internet
the right domain name is the key to being found and our domain name is easy to
remember while it emphasizes that we are a store for body piercing jewelry.
4.6

Keys to Success

Capture
Our website must try to capture the attention of the customers that visit our
website by using eye catching web design techniques that are regularly improved for
ease of use.
Information
The content is always the key to any website. If the information weren't what the
customers are seeking for then the customers would lose interest in the site and avoid
coming back. However if the content matches what the customers need they tend to
recognize value and visit or bookmark our site for later use. This creates customer
loyalty to content and eventually to trust and purchase our products Also Interactive
content, catalog and personalization to every visitor can assist in generating more
visitors and customers. However we do not provide Personalization in our website at
this stage.
Community
We have created a community section in our website, with a simple belief that
Pierced People like to show off their piercing or talk about it. Thus by tying together the
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specialized web communities to the website, then it could also generate great value in
repeat visits to the site and create customer loyalty.

Sales
We plan to write our content in such a way that we are able to promote our
products as well. For Example: Sending out newsletters about eyebrow piercing we
could add a small section of recommended product in the article itself that links directly
to the catalogue page. In Addition the contents on website will be designed in a way that
it generates additional sales directly or indirectly.

Customer Orientation
In accordance with the mantra of many marketing researchers and authors,
customer orientation is the key to all the business and should be the key in the website
design as well. To help customers find the information they need, content should be
concise and informative. For this reason we allow customers to post questions and
obtain answers to their doubt as quickly as possible through our community section.

Credibility
We are using Pay Pal as a means of payment so that customers can trust and rely
on our website and do business with us. We will not receive the credit card information
of customers, which will be taken care by Pay Pal itself. Security is one of the main
issues keeping customers from purchasing online thus imp01iant to use the medium to
establish that our company is reliable and trustworthy. This always attracts more
customers to do repeat purchases.

Superior Quality
Piercing Jewelry uses only the finest quality materials and gemstones, in the
jewelry that is offered. Expe1i craftsmen make the jewelry and each pierce is carefully
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inspected against rigorous standards. The gemstones are vibrant and well cut, and the
mountings are solid and substantial. The Jewelry is design to be worn as frequently and
for as long as you like.
Information Galore

For each and every item offered, customers are provided with all the details
needed to make selection. We take the customer's purchase as seriously as the
customers themselves and also believe that the more information customers have, the
easier it will be for them to make the right selection. We offer inforn1ation in our
services section, this information includes General Guidelines to Piercing to
Information about sizing options that helps both novice and expert customers select
products.
Affordable Price

Piercing Jewelry also is very proud to bring customers with the most affordable
jewelry prices anywhere; some prices are lower than other Internet sites, body jewelry
marts and retail stores. Our company was founded on the fundamental belief that
everyone should be able to enjoy high quality, fine piercing jewelry. The company is
able to keep our markups much, much lower than our competitors due to our
unbelievably low overhead and intelligent use of our company's resources. The site rely
quite a bit on word-of-mouth in running the business rather than on expensive
advertising. The company offers the lowest prices that customers will find absolutely
anywhere, but the jewelry offered is also of the highest quality and is not compromised
in ANY way.
Beautiful Designs

Whether customers are searching for a body jewelry piece for Piercing jewelry
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offers a wide selection of designs, which are updated from time to time.
Money Back Guarantee
If for any reason, customers would like to return product purchase, they just notify

us by visiting the returns section and return the purchase within 30 days for a full-refund
of the purchase price. Special requests for extending the return period are considered to
accommodate birthdays and holidays. Click here for details on our return policy.
Unmatched Service

We provide customers with utmost importance to purchase in a fun, safe and
hassle-free way and we are available by email service@PiercingJewelry.com to answer
customer's questions regarding our products or services.
Convenience and Speed

Piercing Jewelry offers a fast and easy shopping environment. No traffic
congestion, parking hassles, crowded stores, pushy salespeople, long lines, and limited
selections. Customers are just a few clicks away from purchase.
Highest Level of Internet Security

Online security is of paramount importance when purchasing items on the
Internet. At Piercing Jewelry, all customers ordering information is entered directly onto
a secure server with the highest level internet security available to assure that personal
data will not be intercepted or manipulated by unauthorized parties.
Privacy

At Piercing Jewelry, we recognize and respect our customer's desire and right to
privacy. For your protection, no customer data is stored on the Internet. Our database is
maintained on our private computers with firewall and password protection. Our
customer database will never be rented, exchanged or sold to anyone- period!
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Our Web site features detailed product information, helpful and useful shopping
services and innovative merchandising through easy-to-navigate Web pages. In
addition, we carry almost all of the products we sell in inventory, which enables us to
ship most products to our customers within 24 hours.
The site could be more interesting by adding features such as chats so that customers
can chat with each other through the web itself. Features like customization and
personalization can create repeat customers.
Partnership

Paiiner with offline suppliers that make Jewelry in Thailand to gain competitive
advantage in low cost labor in making jewelry in the Thai market. Developing visibility
to generate new business leads.
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4.7

Website Design & Development Process
During the first stage of the development cycle, certain information was needed to

determine the basic design of this online system. First, we had to view all business rules
and translate these business rules into the application design.
Next, we had to view all the needs surrounding this project such as demands of
the business and the possible needs of the customers. We were also seeking possible
enhancements to the older manual system, before introducing it to the online world.
After much consideration of a possible platform to take for development and
deployment, we decided to couple this website with a database driven system. We chose
Microsoft Access for our database platform. Access was chosen for the following for
two primary reasons cost efficiency and productivity. With Access, we were able to
save many hours of development, thus saving possible thousands of dollars. In
developing a website there are several steps required for an effective and complete site,
some of the following process includes:

(1)

Analyzing our site's goal
(a) Build an Ecommerce site
(b) Community Site
(c) Creating a Content Site
(d) Direct Contact with Customers

2. Analyze Site's Requirement to meet above criteria
(a) Size and content
(b) Target audience
(c) Style and feel
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(d) Graphic quality
(e) Hosting Server type and location

(f) Database requirement
(g) Photography and scanning of images
(h) Logo and banners
(i) Setting up Domain and hosting
(j) Setting up an Internet connection
A checklist of web site features that we requires in our website these includes:
bulletin boards, chat rooms, site search, live chat, ·search function, customer login, order
confirmation, help, services, images, template of the design, contact us, product
catalogues, Product database, credit card processing, message forum, etc.

Designing the Site
(1)

Gather Information such as our logo, text, images and any other information
we want on our website.

(2)

Grouping contents on the site and designing pages for every one of them.

(3)

Using a Template for every page and layout of information on each page.

(4)

Planning the artistic aspects of our site such as graphics, animations and text
appearances. Psychology of colors and font selection

Websites need to have several basic things, a home page, and other content pages
and easy to read and follow navigation that links those pages together. Websites should
also integrate include several other features, including text, photos, images, graphics,
f01ms, e-commerce, or shopping online, and email and arrange them into a meaningful
form.
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The Home Page

This is the first page that users will see when they look at our site, so it needs to
make an impact, yet is easy to get around and fast to load.
Our websites have simply a logo or cool design on the home page, and gives
customer info1mation about what the website is about. Navigation is a guide list of links
to other pages in the website - sort of like a table of contents that takes customer directly
to the page they want at the click of the mouse. This can be an attractive way to
introduce our website and our visitors can visit our community site right away, if they
are seeking for information.
Navigation

Our websites have a navigation bar, along the top, near the title. Our navigation
bar is simply a list of the titles of other pages in the website. When customers click on
the topic they want to visit they will be taken to that page, which contains other pages
within them. However this process can be a little slow and customers may not be aware
of what to click on to get to the information they require. What we need to do for the
future is to create a drop down menu instead; this will lead customers to the page they
are looking for faster.
It is important for the navigation bar to be easy to find, and easy to understand and

follow. A good way to lose Internet users is to confuse them with poorly designed
navigation. Also, research has shown that if the navigation is slow to load, Internet
users will not bother waiting for it to come up, and try other sites.
Planning Our Website

As it is already known, websites are made up of a series of files or pages. It is
impmiant to carefully plan what information is needed on each page.
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It is important for each page to have a theme or single message, to make

navigating our site easy. For example, we have one page for background/history of our
organization, a Catalogue page that contains all of our products and a Service page that
contains links to Information about using our product and piercing care. Our content
pages are made short and brief to avoid cramming information and risk some
information being overlooked.
Logo or Website/Business Name
As in any other medium - such as brochures, printed documents, and advertising
our logo needs to be prominent and easily recognized, which is why we have it at the
top of the page on the left hand side.
Text
Use of text can really make or break a website. People browse the information
superhighway to find, good information. This information can come in all forms: tips,
advice, and features.
Our texts are relevant, easy to read, and, like everything our website, easy to find.
We try to keep it short, clear, and break it up with headings, so that Internet users may
"browse" without missing any important info.
Catalogue
A website that sells product needs to have a catalogue that's easy to view; the
catalogue includes pictures of the product, description and price. Products need to be
arranged into categories or according to their characteristics. e.g. Arranged by Piercing
Jewelry, Body Parts, Material, Price, Style or Color. However at the moment we have
all the products aiTanged on one page without categorizing them. If we divide our
catalogue it will be easier for our customers to find our products. Our catalogue is not
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just provided so that customers can see our products, but we must be able to sell our
product, we chose Pay Pal as a solution to make payment. We generated links in form
of "Add to cart" button for all our products at Pay Pal and once the customer add the
items to the shopping cart using the button Pay Pal becomes in charge of the payment
system. We choose Pay Pal because it is easy and secure.

Free Content
It is always a good idea to offer something to our readers for free. Internet has its

own unique niche - information. An effective way to build traffic to our site is to offer
infmmation for free, advice, tips and any other information that we would normally give
customers as part of the service.

Updating our Website
We need to keep content relevant. There is nothing worse than a website that does
not work, is out of date, or just plain stale. People will keep coming back to our website
if its up to date, offering correct information or if we offer them something new every
week or month. We use a backend system to add our content and products to the
website.

Useful Links
Links to other websites is another feature that can help Internet browsers and our
own organization. This will help them find more information relevant to our
organization, or info about secondary services. Offering links also helps our standings
with search engines, which are an important way to drive traffic to our website. This
could be links to tattoo sites.

Otber Website Features
The beauty of having a website is that we not only attract people looking for
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information or buying products, but there are also many different ways of
communicating with them. For instance, we can have a link, at the bottom of the page
that people can click on and an email message box will appear complete with our email
address and subject line, so they can easily type us a message.
Other ways to promote communication is to provide infonnation about our
physical address, postal address, phone numbers etc. We also need to consider adding
Search Function to our website, and sign in option so that customers would not have to
provide us with their credit card details every time they shop with us. Other important
features include photographs, images, advertising and use of graphics.
Development - Having designed a website we need to convert those design into

dynamic pages. We develop the graphics optimized for the web, using the template
insert the content and graphics to create the HTML pages.
Install the asp codes e.g. Shopping Cart, Catalogue Pages, Discussion Forum, etc.
and add links to them within the HTML pages.
Develop an Administration system within the site e.g. URLs, logins, passwords
and web server administration details, posting of information, images and price into the
catalogue. Site development had to take the following into consideration
(1)

Coding - Layout & html design: Using html to create a site that looks
exactly like the designed pages. The. code should not disturb the look and
feel of the site or application. Since our site is a dynamic page the code
written utilizes template that is consistent on all our pages. Active Server
Pages (asp)/ Server side JavaScript, Html, and client side JavaScript was
used for the shopping cart and catalogue.

(2)

Programs Used for development of the html pages Macromedia Dream
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weaver MX, Macromedia Fireworks MX, Adobe Photoshop 6, and
Microsoft Office Access 2000.
(3)

Database - The database used for this project was Microsoft Office Access
2000.

Database Development

Our website is powered by Classic ASP {3.0) and MS Access database. This
database is responsible for over 95% of the website content and Ecommerce functions,
with the exception of Pay Pal. ASP powers the server application environment. This has
been a proven development for Ecommerce model for over four+ years. It is one of the
more traditional development models. The database design has its respective tables for
storing and retrieving required information that has to be displayed on the site. We have
3 Databases our website, our forum and web stats database. Currently we would only
focus on our website database since most of our website's information and content are
derived from this database. In designing our database we applied normalization methods
and the database is classified into various tables as shown below.

Table 4.1. Database Information.
Table Name
Content
Policy
Jewelry Style
Product

Description
Table Contains Information about each of our web pages.
Table Contains Information about our site Policy
Table Contains All Product Categories
Table Contains All Products we sell on our site
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Content pages - Contains our web pages these include home. Help, Cart, Catalogue,

Services, Company Information, Piercing Community and Policy. This Table has two
fields the Title that represents the web pages and the content field, which consists of
html codes of those web pages. Example:

Table 4.2. Example of Database Data.
<DIV align=center>
<CENTER>
<TABLE height=380 width="68%" border=O>
<TB ODY>
<TR>
<TD width="50%" height=33>
<DIV align=left>
<TABLE height=212 width="98%" border=O>
<TB ODY>
<TR><TD width="100%" height=206>
<P align=center><FONT face=Verdana size=2><IMG height=209
src="http://www. bigshinyo bj ects.com/pj dc/Images/WelcomePicture.jp g"
width=569 border=O></FONT> </P></TD></TR>
<TR>
<TD width="100%" height=l>
<DIV align=left>
<TABLE width="l00%" border=O>
<TB ODY>
<TR>
<TD width="100%">
<P align=justify><FONT face=Verdana size=2>You're only a click away from our
large selection of the highest quality body jewelry at the lowest possible prices. If
you're looking for a belly ring, belly button ring, tongue ring, or any other body
piercing or navel jewelry, rest assured you will be purchasing body jewelry made
from the finest quality implant grade 316L stainless steel. We invite you to check
out all of our navel rings and belly button jewelry, nose jewelry, labrets, banana
barbells, straight barbells, circular barbells, tongue rings, captive bead rings, nipple
·ewelry, picture balls, etc.&nbsp; all backed with a 100% guarantee against defects
of any kind and the finest Customer Service on the
net.&nbsp;</P></FONT></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV>
<P align=center><FONT face=Verdana size=2><IMG height=l 7
src="http://www. bigshinyo bj ects.com/pj dc/Images/Line.jp g" width=5 79
border=O></FONT></P></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV></TD></TR
></CENTER></TBODY></TABLE></DIV>
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Website content can be added from the backend by logging into the system and
uploading the html content, which will then get updated onto the database that is online.
The Content for Policy page of the website is uploaded onto the server in the same way.
But we have another table for policies of our site, which would display contents of each
policy individually along with their html content. These include Payment, Security,
Returns, Shipping, Privacy and Shipping Policy. These content can be uploaded in form
of html onto the web page through the backend system.
Jewelry Style - This table contains Jewelry categories, a sample picture of the
jewelry and a description. The Categories available in this table are the products that we
sell on our site.

Need rings for your things? Crafted from 316L Surgical Steel B: 925 Sterling Silver, Click Below to
choose premium designs at outstanding prices
Description
Banana-shaped stainless curved bar with removable
stainless-steel bead

I~

I >-'. :;.:;.

Belly Bells are larger, decorative Banana Bells that
frequently feature dangling accessories - really eyecatching on the dance floor.

.~,I Bellv Bells

Figure 4.23.

Jewelry Catalogue Page.
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We can add the product categories along with the picture and description onto our
backend. The Process works the same way as adding content or policies to the site the
only difference is adding data to a different table. The above picture is an illustration of
what our website Catalogue page looks like. The web content above uses asp to pull out
the content from the database table ')ewelry style". Once the customer chooses Banana
Barbell, the Asp then interacts with the "Product' Table" in the database and brings up
another web page that shows all products of Banana Barbells. The Information on the
web page is derived from Product Table; only few fields are required here. The Product
Picture, Product name and the Discount price and Pay Pal code displayed.

Discount Pnce

Name

[t_J

Ag"m"'"'

$7.79

~ 14 G Banana Barbell with Aquamarine

$6.59

I
nI
I ·,~:,

$4.99

HG ' " " " ' '"bell with

l.il

14 G Banana Barbell with Aquamarine

Figure 4.24. Banana Barbell Page.
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Purchase Now

G

c11o:1ci to c;~_D

D

(Add

to Cart J

(Addt~CartJ

EJ

Once the customer clicks on any product they will be taken to that product page.
The contents of this product page will be derived from the Product Table. Information
such as Product Picture, Description, short description, size, color, material, price, and
discount price is displayed but Pay Pal Code is displayed in form of a button. Once the
customer adds the product to the shopping cart it takes them to the Pay Pal page and out
of our website's database.
Our database powers up 95% of the activity and content on this website. This
database is the very foundation to our website. There are future plans to upsize to
Microsoft SQL 2000 Server. But, at the moment, this database serves our needs
perfectly.

AdminUserName
AdminPassword
EmailAddress
FirstName
LastName
Comments
Date

BusinessURL
BusinessEmail
BusinessPrimaryPhoneNumbe
BusinessAddressOne
BusinessAddressTwo
BusinessCity
BusinessState
BusinessZipcode
BusinessSlogan
BusinessCurrentlogo
BusinessProfile

ProductShortDescription
ProductFullDescription
ProductPictureName
PayPalCode
DateAdded
ProductSize
ProductColor
ProductMaterial
ProductType
ProductPrice
ProductDiscount

Id
JewelryStyle
JewelryStylePicture
JewelryStyleDesc

Username
Password
Email
DateAdded
Comments
, Location
Aim
Yahoo
ICQ
MSN

Id
PolicyName
PolicyContent
FullArticle
ImageName
SubmittedBy
1
Date

I

I
I< I
Ready

Figure 4.25. Piercing Jewelry Database.
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Id
ForumTopics
ForumDesc

ForumTopic
Forum TopicOther
Name
Title
Comment
Date

Testing

Web based applications need intensive testing, as the applications will always
function as a multi-user system with bandwidth· limitations. Some of the testing that
should be done is scalability testing, load testing, resolution testing and cross-browser
compatibility testing. Both automated testing and manual testing should be done
without fail. After doing all the testing a live testing is necessary for web sites and web
based applications. After uploading the site there should be a complete testing (E.g.
links test)
Hosting Our Website

There are two options:
(1)

Hosting without a domain name. With this option, our website address will
be something like: www.bigshinyobjects.com/pjdc.

(2)

Hosting with a domain name. With this option, our website address will be
something like: www.piercingjewelry.net. It would cost us around USD
67.95 for 5 years for domain name registration and another 14.95 per month
for web hosting. This would contain 10 Email accounts with 1OOmb storage
and 6GB Bandwidth.

Promotion
Promotion needs preparation of Meta tags, constant analysis and submitting the

URL to the search engines and directories. A lot of preparation will be required to
optimize our website. These include linking strategies, Pay per click optimization and
much more. We have detailed the SEO techniques as our future plan. The site
promotion is normally an ongoing process as the strategies of search engine may change
quite often. Submitting a site URLs once in 6 months can be an ideal submission policy.
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Maintenance and Updating:
Web sites will need quite frequent updating to keep them very fresh. In that case
we need to do analysis again, and all the other life cycle steps will repeat. Bug fixes can
be done during the time of maintenance. Once our web site is operational, ongoing
promotion, technical maintenance, content management & updating, site visit activity
repo1is, staff training and mentoring is needed on a regular basis depend on the
complexity of your web site and the needs within your organization.

Return
Piercing Jewelry provides a 30-day, no questions asked, money back guarantee on
all products and services purchased, except special order items.

We charge 20%

restocking fee on all Special order items. If for any reason customers are not satisfied
with their purchase, they can notify us or they can call us and we will issue a return
material authorization number.

No restocking fee will be charged if the items are

returned in perfect condition. All items listed as Actual-shipping charges paid by
Piercing Jewelry. will be deducted from the purchase price, unless the return is due to
our error. In returning of the product the customer must meet the following criteria:
(1)

Return the merchandise to us within 30 days of your original receipt of the
order.

(2)

The products must be returned in new, resalable condition.

(3)

The returned product must include all packaging materials.

(4)

Packaging materials must not be tom or damaged or opened for trial
purposes.

(5)

Customer must pay any return shipping expense unless the error is due to
us.
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(6)

Upon receipt of the returned merchandise in good order in accordance with
the above and within 30 days of original delivery, we will issue credit to
customer's charge account after we find that our requirements have been
met. Customers may select to receive store credit towards another purchase
or to simply receive a refund.

Security & Payment System

Piercing Jewelry is concerned about the online security of customer information,
transactions, and money, which is the core of our business and top priority that is why
we choose Pay Pal. Our shopping cart is completely secure. When a customer enters
their credit card information it is processed through a US merchant account
www.paypal.com. Our company never sees their credit card and financial information
of the customers. Pay Pal automatically encrypts customer's confidential information in
transit from their computer to Pay Pal using the Secure Sockets Layer protocol (SSL)
with an encryption key length of 128-bits (the highest level commercially available).
Before customers even register or log in to Pay pal's site, the server checks that the
customer is using an approved browser - one. that uses SSL 3.0 or higher. Once
customer's info1mation reaches Pay Pal, it resides on a server that is heavily guarded
both physically and electronically. The servers sit behind an electronic firewall and are
not directly connected to the Internet, so customer's private information is available
only to authorized computers.
We are using a premier business with Pay Pal. This account allows Pay Pal to
produce the transactions that happen at our website. Pay Pal has provided us with a cost
effective solution. This solution saves us thousands of dollars in time and development.
. We are able to create a link from Pay Pal system that consists of our product
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description Price that we wish to charge and this link is then posted on our website.
When the customer clicks on this link, it submits info1mation to www.paypal.com about
the product the customer wishes to purchase. A popup window will display the item in
a "shopping cart." when the customer has finished selecting the products. They can
simply check out. The check out process will be directed at www.paypal.com. The user
must be a registered member of Pay Pal to participate in shopping at our store. The
infonnation for the shopping cart is stored in a cookie file. Pay Pal produces this cookie
file. After the payment process is completed. Pay Pal will debit the money from the
customer's bank account and wire to money into Piercing Jewelry's merchant account.
A small fee is incurred at the time of transaction from Pay Pal. This fee is 2.2% + $0.30.
An email is sent to Piercing Jewelry that includes all proper information for us to ship
the product out to our customers. And an email receipt is sent to the customer. This is
for record keeping purposes.
Via Pay Pal, we keep a record of who shops with us. We also keep records of our
business' debits and deposits. This information includes customers who have shopped
with us. It also includes customers that required full or partial refunds. It also helps us
keep track of our inventory.
For outstanding features, the Pay Pal B2C system has helped our company control
its expenses. For this, we are able to offer lower prices than our competitors. This
system has also saved us thousands of dollars in time and development, programming
wise. Because of the Pay Pal system, as a business, we are able to accept currency that
is differing from US dollar. The Pay Pal system currently supports US dollar, Euro,
Canadian Dollar, Yen, Pounds and many more. For every transaction made at paypal we
have to pay them 2.9% + .30C, but if we apply for merchant account we pay only .7%
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+30C. If you receive a payment from a user in another country, an additional cross
border fee will be charged. However to qualify for merchant account we must be using
premier account for more than 90 days and must receive 1000 USD in merchant
payment in a period of 90 days.
In the near future, when the Company plans for upscale, we should have little to
no worries with the Pay Pal system, upon the expansion of Pay Pal, hence the upscale of
Piercing Jewelry. If Pay Pal decides to include support for more currencies, then
Piercing Jewelry could benefit from this.
This is a much intertwined, beneficial relationship. In the future, we will include
contests for our customers to enter. This will help us establish a community and a
presence on the web. We are currently in the process of installing a website traffic
analysis application. This will help us provide better marketing and help improve
business in many aspects. This will very beneficial to our marketing department.

Benefits of Using Pay Pal To Our Site
(1)

Collect money instantly using PayPal.com.

(2)

No more waiting for the check in the mail!

(3)

No more running to the bank to cash checks.

(4)

Refund Money instantly and conveniently

(5)

Easy to create a payment; easy to receive a payment. No fees for consumers.
Much less expensive for merchants than having a credit card merchant
account and the money are instantly available.

(6)

Cons - Only available in the U.S. But they are planning to launch
international service in early fall.
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Benefits of Using Pay Pal For Our Customers
(1)

We never have to see any of the customer's sensitive financial information,
such as credit card or bank account numbers.

(2)

Pay Pal is completely free to buyers.

(3)

Customers can use any credit cards.

Customers can see ifthe seller is a Verified member of PayPal and has been a Pay
Pal member for at least a couple of months. To check PayPal membership status, they
can go to the "Send Money" tab and initiate a payment to the seller. On the "Check the
details of your payment" page, before the payment is sent, they'll see the seller's
reputation link (e.g. Verified Premier Member) next to our email address. Customers
can click the link to see more information about the membership status.
If customer pays a seller who does not ship the promised goods, customers are

advised by Pay Pal to contact the seller and attempt to resolve the dispute before filing a
claim. Pay Pal will investigate customer's claim, contact the seller and, if the seller does
not present appropriate proof of shipment, a full refund or other evidence of a
satisfactory resolution, Pay Pal will seek to collect the amount customers paid from the
seller. Pay Pal may also limit the seller's access to his or her Pay Pal account. Pay Pal
also provides seller protection such that if the goods have been shipped to the customers
and they claim that they didn't receive it but the merchant is able to provide proof that it
has been shipped to the addressed provided and the shipment must be track able.
We also provide phone in or email option to purchase our products, customers can
send money to our bank account and receive their product after they have received the
money. However this process is slower than real time payment system provided by Pay
Pal.
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Delivery Service
The Delivery of products would be sent via DHL, FedEx, or Ems since our
product is very small, the shipping costs won't be very expensive. All of these means
are reliable and customers do not have to worry about lost of goods since these services
are insured. Product Tracking System needs to be adopted in the future so that
customers can tract the status of their products.

Affiliate System
We are also in the process of developing and installing an affiliate program. There
are many plans for upscale in the next year. Affiliate programs would require
development in tracking system. Many software companies providing affiliate-tracking
systems are available but it is undecided whether we will develop the system our self or
purchase it.
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4.8

Human Resources Development
In Setting up our business one of the most important issues that we need to

consider is to recruit the right persons to carry out our business. To bring out the best
for our business we have compiled a list of criteria that each candidate must meet in
order to be our permanent employees.
(1)

Must have at least a bachelor degree in the required field

(2)

Must be able to operate a PC and familiar with the Internet & Ms Office

(3)

Service & Work Oriented

(4)

Must have the right attitude towards work and co-workers

Before recruiting any employees we need to determine what needs to be done and
which employees would be responsible for what tasks. In the initial phase of setting up
a company the first team that we would be required to recruit would be the web team.

(1)

Web Team
(a)

Designer - Create and Design a website storefront.

(b)

Web Programmer - Responsible for developing customer database,
collecting customer data and arrange it into meaningful form that can be
used by other departments later.

(c)

Web Editor - Responsible for web content such as posting up to date
content, Product & Pricing Pictures, Description on to the web.

(d)

Create Pro grams for customization, personalization and tracking of
customer information.

(2)

Marketing
(a)

Make arrangements to purchase products from suppliers
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(b)

Marketing Mix of the Product.

(c)

Responsible for promotion website through Pay Per Click and Search
Engine Optimization

(3)

(d)

Adve1iising of Website

(e)

Affiliate Marketing

(f)

Tracking of statistics for website

(g)

Keeping Account of customer purchases

Online Sales & Customers Service Department
(a)

Responsible for selling products to customers

(b)

Answering customers Query about the website and product

(c)

Provide Live support to customers

(d)

Post Information about Piercing Jewelry, Product Information for
customers.

(4)

Accounting & Credit Department
(a)

Responsible for Book keeping of the company and managing cash flow

(b)

Responsible for keeping track of customer credit details

Most Internet companies make the mistake of hiring people as soon as the
business tends to make profit, however this could result in disaster and shut down of
firm if the company invest too much in human resources but failed to gain enough
income to pay them. Piercing Jewelry will hire few people in the first year to start off
our business but we will continue to slowly invest in human resource in the years to
come. Most employees will be assigned a set of task to carry out and will not only be
specialized in their field but able to carry out simple tasks of different positions. The
aim of our organization is to ensure that each employee is utilized fully for what they
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are being paid, and hiring process will not take place unless the work gets overloaded or
there are requirements for more people, after all every business must save on expenses
to be profitable.
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4.9

Financial Analysis
In financial analysis, we will use the break-even analysis to forecast the sales

volume and revenue for this project to figure out the profit. Forecasting is the process
of developing assumptions or premises about the future that managers can use in
plam1ing or decision-making.

The shop will use sales forecasting to conduct this

assumption. Sales forecast is concerned with predicting future sales. This forecasting is
based on the indicator such as general economic, new marketing strategies, and
competition. All of those may be added together to ensure an accurate forecast. Once
projected, the sales forecast becomes a guiding framework for a variety of other
activities.
The following is our financial analysis for the first five years of operation. For the
first year the fixed cost is the highest and sales are the least. In the first year of operation
the operating cost is least but as we expand the operating cost would increase while
profit needs to increase too. Since we will be selling to wholesale market from

3rd

year

onwards our profits would increase and we would be able to cover up our cost of
investment.
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Table 4.3.

Financial & Cost Analysis.

Cost Item

Year 1

Year2

Year3

Year4

Year5

-

-

Fixed Cost
Hardware cost
Computer Server with UPS
PC 1 Unit@ 35000
Pruter Cost
Scanner
Digital Camera
Total Hardware Cost
Website Software Cost
Microsoft Windows
Microsoft Office 2000
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25000
70000

35000

-

-

-

121000

95000

35000

0

0

-

-

-

-

0

0

0

0

2500

2500

2500

-

-

-

14000
6000
20000

Total Software Cost
Network Cost
Domain name registration
Website Development
Internet Service Charges
Total Network Cost
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25000
70000
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4500
16500
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2500
2500
20000
12000
12000
14500
34500
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Operatini Cost
Salaries
Manager @ 30000 Per Month
Web Team 1Persons@12500
Marketing Team 1 Persons@ 12500
Budget to Hire 2 Persons@30000
Total Monthly Salary
Office Supplies & Miscellaneous
Cost:
Stataionary (per annum)
Utilities
Total Office Suoolies
Misc Costs
Advertising
Maintaneance
Total Misc Costs
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360000
150000

-

360000
150000
150000

360000
150000
150000

360000
150000
150000

-

-

-

-

510000

660000

660000

660000

660000

6000
45000
51000

6000
45000
51000

6000
45000
51000

6000
45000
51000

6000
45000
51000

40000

40000

40000

-

-

-

40000

40000

40000

40000
10000
50000
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360000
150000
150000
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Total Cost
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5,61()0()
736500

751000, ,, ~S!!tO,O
860500
800500

'
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, 75JJl()(), ,,, ~M,()P!L~
777500

787500

Cost vs. Benefit Analysis
The Piercing Jewelry predicts company benefit and cost analysis by using forecast
units sold multiple by profit of each product pieces which is in USD. E.G. In the first
year we sell 200 pieces of Banana Barbell and our Profit for each piece is estimated to
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be USD 4. We Multiple 200*4 and then convert them into Thai Baht.
After the first year of operation the second year's sales will grow by 50% since
the customers are becoming aware of the product and are starting to order. In the

3rd

year after the wholesale section has been adopted towards the end of the year, the
growth for the retail market will be 10% each year for retail market and 25% a year for
wholesale market. The reason for the huge difference in sales each year is because the
sales of wholesale market are much larger than that purchased by selling through retail.
Since we start wholesaling in the

3rd

year the growth for the forth and fifth year for

wholesale products will be high while the 6111 year the growth rate would be around 10%
- 15 % for both retail and wholesale market

Table 4.4.

First Year Sales Forecast.

1st Year
Sales of Product
Banana Barbells
Belly Bells
Belly Shields
Captive Bead Ring
Circular Barbells
Curved Barbells
Ear Jewelry
Earlet & Plugs
Eyebrow Jewelry
Navel Jewelry
Nose Piercing
Straight Barbells
Toe Rings
Tongue Jewelry

Pieces of Sales Profit Per Piece
4
200
4
200
4
180
120
4
4
85
120
4
4
150
4
110
4
175
4
175
125
4
4
120
120
1.5
100
4
1980
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Thai Baht
33600
33600
30240
20160
14280
20160
25200
18480
29400
29400
21000
20160
7560
16800
320040

Table 4.5. Second Year Sales Forecast.

2nd Year
Sales of Product
Banana Barbells
Belly Bells
Belly Shields
Captive Bead Ring
Circular Barbells
Curved Barbells
Ear Jewelry
Earlet & Plugs
Eyebrow Jewelry
Navel Jewelry
Nose Piercing
Straight Barbells
Toe Rings
Tongue Jewelry

Pieces of Sales Profit Per Piece
4
750
4
750
4
625
4
500
4
500
4
500
4
375
4
375
4
750
4
750
4
325
4
500
1.5
500
4
550
7750

Thai Baht
126000
126000
105000
84000
84000
84000
63000
63000
126000
126000
54600
84000
31500
92400
1249500

Table 4.6. Third Year Sales Forecast.

3rd Year (Start Wholesaling)
Sales of Product
Banana Barbells
Belly Bells
Belly Shields
Captive Bead Ring
Circular Barbells
Curved Barbells
Ear Jewelry
Earlet & Plugs
Eyebrow Jewelry
Navel Jewelry
Nose Piercing
Straight Barbells
Toe Rings
Tongue Jewelry

Pieces of Sales Profit Per Piece
4
1125
4
1125
4
937.5
4
750
4
750
4
750
4
562.5
4
562.5
4
1125
4
1125
4
487.5
4
750
1.5
750
4
825
11625
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Thai Baht
189000
189000
157500
126000
126000
126000
94500
94500
189000
189000
81900
126000
47250
138600
1874250

Table 4.7. Forth Year Sales Forecast.

4th Year
Sales of Product
Banana Barbells
Belly Bells
Belly Shields
Captive Bead Ring
Circular Barbells
Curved Barbells
Ear Jewelry
Earlet & Plugs
Eyebrow Jewelry
Navel Jewelry
Nose Piercing
Straight Barbells
Toe Rings
Tongue Jewelry

Pieces of Sales Profit Per Piece
1687.5
4
1687.5
4
1406.25
4
1125
4
1125
4
1125
4
843.75
4
843.75
4
1687.5
4
1687.5
4
731.25
4
1125
4
1125
1.5
1237.5
4

Thai Baht
283500
283500
236250
189000
189000
189000
141750
141750
283500
283500
122850
189000
70875
207900
2811375

Table 4.8. Fifth Year Sales Forecast.

5th Year
Sales of Product
Banana Barbells
Belly Bells
Belly Shields
Captive Bead Ring
Circular Barbells
Curved Barbells
Ear Jewelry
Earlet & Plugs
Eyebrow Jewelry
Navel Jewelry
Nose Piercing
Straight Barbells
Toe Rings
Tongue Jewelry

Pieces of Sales Profit Per Piece Thai Baht
425250
2531
4
2531
4
425250
4
285600
1700
283500
1687
4
283500
1687
4
283500
1687
4
1265
212625
4
1265
212625
4
2531
4
425250
425250
2531
4
184275
1096
4
283500
1687
4
1687
106312.5
1.5
1856
4
311850
25747
4148287.5
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Table 4.9. Break Even Analysis.
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736500

860500

800500

777500

787500

Actual Products Sold

1980

7750

11625

17438

25747

Products sold to be break even

4603

5378

5003

4860

4922

Profit/Loss

-2623

2372

6622

12578

20825

Total Cost

'S"R"'~

t :ill

For the first year the number of product sold is 1980. To be break even we must
cover the cost of investment therefore:
(1)

Number of Pieces that should be sold to be break even = Total Cost I Profit
per piece.

(2)

** (4 USD = 160 Baht) **

Number of Pieces sold= 736500 I 160 = 4603 in the first year.
Number of Pieces sold= 860500 I 160 = 5378 in the second year.
Thus 4603 + 5378 = 9981 pieces must be sold to reach break even. In the first two years
we sold only 9730 pieces.
Table 4.10. Break Even Analysis.
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:Year 2
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Total Cost Invested

736500

860500

800500

777500

787500

Accumulated Cost

736500

1597000

2397500

3175000

3962500

Total Benefits

320040

1249500

1874250

2811375 4148287.5

Accumulated Benefits

320040

1569540

3443790

6255165

-27460

1046290

3080165 6440952.5
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Accumulated Cost - Accumulated Benefit -416460

0

10403453

Payback Period

Break Even Analysis uses 2 key costs to calculate which are "Total Fixed Cost"
and "Total Variable Cost." Fixed costs plus Variable costs equal to "Total Cost."
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Fixed Costs are the costs incurred regardless of what volume of output is being
generated. Variable Costs are the costs that vary with the number of products' units
such as the cost of raw material, direct labor used to make each unit. As accumulated
(benefit - cost) is negative for the first, second and third year but is positive in the forth
year, payback period is therefore between the third year and the forth year.

27460 I (27460 + 1046290) = .025 + 2 years=

2.025573923

From the cost analysis above, it can be noted that the company will be able to
recover all the cost of investment within 2 year and few days. Also by selling to
wholesale market we can gain more profit and hire more people starting the

3rd

year

onward. The profit gained from selling to wholesale market will also enable us to invest
in technologies to increase the sales of retail section.
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4.10 Future Strategies

(1)

(2)

Develop better sales copies and advertisement these include
(a)

Meta Tag Title, Description, Keywords

(b)

Search Engine Submission Titles, Description and Keywords

(c)

Pay Per Click Headlines, Description and Keywords.

(d)

Newsletter Titles

Develop Pay Per Click Activity
(a) Google Ad Words
(b) Overture USA & UK
(c) Espotting UK
(d) Findwhat

(3)

Start an Affiliate Program of our own & become affiliate of silver jewelry
sites.

(4)

Create Mini sites that sell product from our inventory.

A late 2000 survey by BizRate.com showed that consumers abandon 30% of all
online shopping carts without making a purchase. Fully three quarters of all online
shoppers abandoned at least one online shopping cart during a 90-day test period that
year, according to the survey. Thus we implement few strategies that will help us retain
customers and gain their trust.
Keep Shipping Costs Reasonable

Excessive shipping costs were the No. 1 reason consumers abandoned carts.
Therefore we have managed to keep our shipping cost as low as possible to avoid
loosing customers when they are most ready to make a purchase. Since our product is
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low cost, we must also keep shipping cost reasonable so that customers feel that
purchasing though us they still get a cheaper price even though the there are shipping
charges.
Give Enough Information to Close the Sale
BizRate.com says the second major reason online shoppers dumped their full carts
was that they changed their minds. On each of our product pages, we give information
that makes the consumer feel so good about their purchase that going through the
checkout process seems well worth it. In the future we also plan to:
(1)

Hire a good freelance copywriter, preferably with catalog experience, who
can add zing to our product descriptions. To help close the sale, we will
include a staff member's or other customer's experiences with, or opinions
about, the product as part of the description.

(2)

Make sure the product descriptions answer common questions. We test this
by asking several people to click through our site to see if they have
questions about the items we are selling. What is it made of? What size is
used for what part of the body? What are the dimensions? How many colors
available?

(3)

Include customer comments or customer reviews for a product; this
provides third-party validation, and comments and reviews make customers
feel good about a purchase.

(4)

Finally, what we would implement immediately is using high-quality photos
of products -

clear, detailed images to make consumers feel comfortable

about making an online purchase.
Most sellers make the mistake of asking for the credit card number before the
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buyer can verify the amount they are being charged this is also one of the reason why
most buyers leave their shopping cart and lose trust in the seller. Thus we plan to
implement our website in such a way that we can get the customers to review the
amount of items they have brought, including the tax, shipping charges so that the
customers are aware of the amount they are being charged.
Other strategies include providing a fast checkout, offering multiple ways to pay,
and delivering on time to lay the groundwork for repeat sales. We also plan to provide
Live Human Support in the future so that customers can talk to us using a microphone
or chat online with our customer service or professionals to seek Jewelry information.
We plan to collect name of businesses, related to us to find the right combination of
content to interest all your customers. These may include Tattoo sites, body art sites and
other silver jewelry sites. One of our strategies also includes setting up mini storefronts
that provides content about our website and links to our website for the purchasing
process.
Search Engine Optimization

(1)

Choosing the right domain name: one of the best strategies is to choose the
right domain name for the site, such as the one that describe our business.
This will also help us get a higher rank in the search engines and directories
since they would assume that the domain is relevant to the keyword in our
Meta tags. Our Domain name is thus PiercingJewelry.net, which has not
been registered before and it would be easy for people to find us and know
the nature of our website products.

(2)

Getting the web page titles right: Titles in our html tag would appear on the
top of the browser, search engines and directories also view our titles in
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analyzing our page for relevancy. Our Titles would be such as: Piercing
Jewelry: "Trendy and Unique Body Piercing Jewelry."
(3)

Keyword Selection Strategies: Before we design our website we need to
carry out a research to see if people are looking for our products, in the
same way we need to carry out a research to see what kind of keywords
people are using in finding our products. Therefore we have created a list of
keywords that our customers use in finding our site; some of these keywords
are also collected from competitor's source files. Shopper and Purchasers
are two completely different target we need to understand that the main
purpose of our website is to sell and therefore we need to target purchasers,
keywords for targeting purchasers need to be specific and relevant. We used
GoodKeywordPro/Bid Reporter for common keyword analysis:
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Table 4.11. Popular Keyword Searches.

ewelry piercing
body jewelry piercing wholesale
ewelry nose piercing
tongue piercing jewelry
ewelry nipple piercing
eyebrow jewelry piercing
navel piercing jewelry
ewelry piercing tounge
naval piercing jewelry
unique body piercing jewelry
ewelry lip piercing

4656
332
296
238
232
205
160
122
113
91
83

We are required to create a normal keyword sentence structure so that it is
acceptable to search engines in raking our site. Example "Piercing Jewelry: High
Quality Body Piercing Jewelry such as navel jewelry, tongue jewelry, eyebrow jewelry
and more are provided at lowest cost. One most common mistake people make in
placing their images such as logo before Meta tags, this will prevent the search engine
from being able to view the Title, Description and Keywords.
After analyzing the keyword that most people would look for we need to check
them for relevancy at Word Tracker. Selecting exactly the right keywords is the most
important aspect of optimizing our site for search engine find ability. After using
common keywords such as Body Jewelry, Piercing Jewelry, Navel Jewelry, Tongue
Jewelry and more, we will run them in Word Tracker keyword relevancy check tool,
KEI stands for Keyword relevancy indicator the higher the number the better chance
there is for using that keyword in our site, we also need to consider how many people
have searched for that keyword in 24

hours in major search engines. Another
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important factor is the number of sites competing for the keyword, the lesser the number
the better the chances are in getting a click through and therefore generating sales.
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Table 4.12.

Popular Keyword Searches Analyzed by Word Tracker.

KBI···. .

jfili~ifsi$
Keyword
169
nickel free body jewelry
90.112
body jewelry
81
body jewelry: nosescrews
81
thailand body jewelry
17.521
body jewelry catalogue
17.242
wholesale body jewelry
9.826
cheap body jewelry
5.487
Navel Body Jewelry
Unique Body Piercing Jewelry 4.667
3.571
inexpensive body jewelry
3.4
Body Jewelry Online
2.394
Body Jewelry Piercings
Cheap Body Piercing Jewelry 2.103
2.046
body piercing jewelry
2.022
discount body jewelry
2.005
best body jewelry
1.947
body jewelry retail
1.773
body jewelry wholesale
Discount Body Piercing Jewelry 1.69
1.449
discounted body jewelry
0.98
Body Jewelry
0.972
body jewelry catalog
0.494
navel body jewelry
0.328
body jewelry online
0.325
Cheap Body Jewelry
0.285
retail body jewelry
0.227
Body Peircing Jewelry
0.221
Wholesale Body Jewelry
0.205
body piercings jewelry
0.199
body peircing jewelry
0.149
body jewelry for sale
0.095
Discount Body Jewelry
0.02
Body jewelry
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13
4094
9
9
29
406
121
130
14
10
103
23
29
323
60
28
29
60
14
10
427
33
39
32
22
12
16
46
10
15
9
13
61

4
1311
3
3
9
130
39
42
4
3
33
7
9
103
19
9
9
19
4
3
137
11
12
10
7
4
5
15
3
5
3
4
20

0
186000
0
1
48
9560
1490
3080
42
28
3120
221
400
51000
1780
391
432
2030
116
69
186000
1120
3080
3120
1490
505
1130
9560
487
1130
542
1780
186000

(4)

After running the keywords in word tracker we need to choose the relevant
terms for our website. We will use some of the above keywords in
submitting our website to search engines and most of them in Pay Per Click
search engines.

(5)

We then use some of the terms on our website contents, e.g. using words
like body jewelry and piercing jewelry several times in our content
increases our web relevancy and also increases our keyword density making
the search engine rank us higher. The article of Planet Ocean "Unfair
Advantage Book on Winning The Search Engine Wars" explains that
keyword density plays a large role in determining how our pages rank on
the SE' s and we must have a keyword density of at least 20%.

(6)

Meta Tags are non-displayed text that is used by search engines to rate the
site's relevancy. Our Meta Description should use our keyword at least
twice e.g. "Piercing Body Jewelry: For Special Discount rates on Navel,
Tongue, Eyebrow, Nose Jewelry, check out Piercing Jewelry Catalogue."

(7)

Meta Keywords "Body Jewelry, Piercing Jewelry, Navel Piercing, Tongue
Piercing, Eyebrow Jewelry, Nose Ring, Barbell, Labret, Ear Jewelry,
Piercing navel jewelry"

(8)

When advertising our pages with Pay Per Click Search Engines like
Overture, Findwhat and Espotting we must use the URL relevant to the
keywords so that the customers can be taken directly to the page that they
are looking for. E.G. A customer is looking for Navel Jewelry searches for
the term on the search engine, finds our site and clicks on it. The Customer
must not be taken to the Home Page but to the Navel Jewelry Page. If
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customers are taken to the Homepage they may doubt that we provide the
products they are looking for and immediately close down our site and
move on to the other links. Also when advertising in PPC both singular and
plural terms need to be considered, even misspelled words can generate
traffic and have lower cost of bidding.
(9)

Using Alt tags on all our images can increase the density of keywords on
our site. The alt tag needs to be relevant to the product customers are
looking for, such that a customer is in the Ear Jewelry page, the alt tag
describing the image must be ear stud, or ear jewelry, or ear piercing which
ever is most relevant to the product.

(10) Creating theme pages: We create theme pages for each type of products on
our page. These theme pages would look exactly like our web pages, but in
the body section we would add at least a half page content about our
product. e.g. Tongue Piercing Jewelry At Piercing Jewelry we provide

fine quality of Tongue Jewelry such as Curved Barbells with fancy
looking threaded ball having various designs.
The theme pages would be used to submit to the search engines and
usually it is hidden and has various links to the product pages. Theme pages
would include our keywords in the paragraph to increase keyword density.
When the search engine crawls through the site it would find keywords that
are relevant and rank the site higher. These theme pages are also linked to
each other internally to increase traffic. This is known as the Circular
Linking pattern.
(11) Having multiple storefronts/ Mini sites: We need to set up multiple
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storefronts that have different domain names. Benefits of having multiple
storefronts include better chance of having our website land in the top 10
search results of search engines and therefore better chance of getting a sale.
This storefront that we set up should either recommend our main website
Piercing Jewelry or have enough relevant information for customers to rely
on. Some of the Storefronts can have a catalogue system and also have their
own shopping cart system. These Storefronts need to be hosted by different
web hosting companies all linked to the Piercing Jewelry site and look
different from piercing jewelry. The reason of having multiple store front
and having them recommend that Piercing Jewelry is a site that provides
good Jewelry can increase customer's trust and drive customers to our site.
Also when search engine finds that the other sites have links to our site and
the content of those storefronts are the same as our website it increases our
link popularity. Search engine would not give the site much importance if it
finds that the sites linking to each other are of the same company this is why
we need to have our storefronts hosted at different hosting companies to
obtain different IP addresses for each of them. Some of the names for our
other store fronts could be:
Body-Piercing-Iewelry.com, Navel-Jewellery.com, Tongue-I ewellery.com
Eyebrow-I ewellery.com, Piercing-information.com
(12) Link Reputation Analysis http://www.linkreputationanalyzer.com provides
information on the reputation of our page and how to improve it to be
optimized for the search engines.
(13) Page Importance analysis can be done using google toolbar which can be
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obtained at http://www.toolbar.google.com this will provide us with
information on what page is important. E.g. Yahoo gets a page rank of 9110
and Msn 8/10 which means that an incoming link from Yahoo would weigh
more than incoming link from Msn. This way in exchanging links with sites
that are similar to ours we can identify which pages have high page rank.
(14) Submitting sites to major search engines such as Google, AltaVista, Msn,
Lycos, All the Web, Inktomi and Excite.
(15) Advertising in Pay Per Clicks such as Overture, Findwhat, and Espotting.
Before advertising in these PPC we must collect relevant keywords for our
site and also prepare landing pages and the amount we need to bid on.

File Edit View Search Engines Tools Help

9

More Software ...

The top three listings are Overture Premium Listings®, which are seen by 80% of all
active Internet users!

Type in a search term and we'll show you the MaK Bids and listings for that term.

!Piercing Jewelry

2181:'003,10:54:45 PM

Tttle
sexy Body Jewelry - Free Shipping
BODYCANDY.COM - Body Jewelry

www.body-jewelry-shop.com

Body Jewelry Discount Superstore

www.qualnybodyjewelry.com

Buy Body Jewelry Factory-Direct

·a

www.shecoolhecool.com

Body Jewelry tor Sale - $1.98

9

www.labodyjewelry.com

LA Body Jewelry - The Online Superstore

Done

Figure 4.26.

Bid Browser Tool.
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We can use the Bid Browser Program to identify the sites that are the top 5 for a
particular te1m. Such as the above www.store.yahoo.com bids at 0.54 for first position
and bodypiercingjewelrymall.com bids at 0.51 for' third position. Therefore to be in the
first 3 positions we must bid at either 0.52 for 3rd position or 0.53 for 2nd position. We
need to be in the first three positions to be able to qualify for being the featured sites for
other search engines that has a partnership with Overture. If we are in the 2nd position in
Overture, our site will be in the featured listing ofMSN.com. However the higher we
bid the more we have to pay per click when a person clicks on our listings.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

From the study of this project, we can conclude that it is a great opportunity to
apply Internet and E-Commerce technology to support our business. We can ensure
that the sales of piercing jewelry will increase because it is become an acceptable
fashion trend, while people are becoming more aware of the various types of piercing
jewelry and product safety.
The shop operates as E-Commerce business under the name of "piercingj ewelry.com or piercingjewelry.net" to gain the advantages of interactive and 24*7

service hours, enhance the customer service rates, and reduce time, energy,
transportation cost, and geographical limitation.
In the second year of operation we begin to make profit but due to the loss
incun-ed in the first year the profit of second year is used to cover that cost thus the
Cost/Benefit Analysis shows that the break-even point is 2 years and few days and the
number of products that needs to be sold to reach break event is 9981 pieces.
Piercing Jewelry positions itself as "High Quality, Largest Selection at Affordable
Price". The web tries to target People who have been pierced, Potential Piercers and
later on the wholesale buyers.
The competitive advantage of our company, are our experienced staff that standby
to offer services, solve customers problems; answer queries through email or
community section.
As the shop ties the database to the site, we can provide unlimited information
within a fingertip. Customers can view products, information and details, shop online,
and or become a member of our community section. The shop also provides piercing
Information to customers and piercing shop owners, through the service section and
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community section of our site. Visitors are able to leave questions in web board, and
then our staff will answer the questions where other site visitors can also provide
advice.
The website is based on client/server configuration using asp to create dynamic
pages and Pay Pal as the payment solution. All data are kept in a database and accessed
through a web server. The products can be added to the catalogue though the use of
back end system to upload pictures, price and description onto the front-end system in
real time.
For delivery, we use the service of Thailand postal under the Communications
Authority of Thailand and FedEx.
Our Advertising Strategy includes Banner exchange, linking with related
websites, putting the URL in popular portal websites, and opening free shops in cyber
malls also posting our products on Ebay. While the promotion strategies of discount,
gift set on special occasion rewarded to customers with substantial purchase volume,
and cumulative purchasing are done to enhance the sales volume, create brand
awareness and motivate the use of website.
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Recommendations
Since this project is the first step of th.e shop to operate E-Commerce, all
strategies and processes done throughout this project will be only suitable for current
situation and the services are incompletely served. Thus, the shop should prepare and
develop the future strategies in order to be competitive and updated all the time.
The shop plans to provide the customers with more promotions and rewards to get
repeated customers to our site. We also plan to provide flash version of sizing chart so
that customers will be able to visualize the size of their products before purchasing. We
will also have a section dedicated to feature products on the right hand-side of our first
page.
In section of catalogue, the shop will further introduce more Piercing Jewelry
products such as Jewelry for Septum, Retainers and more. The Catalogue section will be
divided to shop by jewelry, body parts, color, material, size and price.
For website, we will expand the web to provide a different section for wholesale.
Brand preference will be crated in the name of piercing-jewelry.com. In view of the
fact that each market has different needs, marketing strategies will have to be different
according to the market condition.
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4.3.

First Page ofBodyboy.com.
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Wekome to
1P£ercing ,7ewefry
1

THE HOTff)T )()Uf{CE

F~ QU~LHY BODY JEWELJ{Y

ON HE NET

Get advance Hatlee on

special deals, new products
and more,,,

)Your email here,

14 Gauge Blinking Light Banana Bell!

Your cart is empty

A uniaue .choicefor vour Naveloiercina. This 14 aauae blinkinq charm will fit
most standard navel piercings. It has a 6mm ball on
top and a flashing pendant powered by miniature battery

shopping

i,.1

ith Hotke is safe.

WHAT'S NEW?
14 Gauge Blinking Light Banana Bell!

A unique choice for your
Navel piercing. This 14 gauge

A uniaue .choicefor vour Naveloiercina. This 14 aauae blinkinq charm will fit
most standard navel piercings. It has a 6mm ball on
top and a flashing pendant powered by miniature battery

blinking charm will fit most

standard navel piercings.

?lEli.tlilG JNFO
to body piercing? Don't take unnecessary tisl<s; check out ou rquick
piercing. Our piercing i;i.Jide on what to look out for when gitting a ·
safety i;i.Jide is by no means fully e>haistive
however it will help steer you through some of the pitfalls and what
you need to look out for before taking the plunge.
'Mi ether you are new or old

~·iSign· !.!tBizRale.conr

Figure 4.4.

Order 5000 or more ...

+
...,...

~~..:.,

Piercing Jewelry Future Design First Page.
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j

. . Interactive
1 Gauge Chart

.. . .

Questions about
Jewell'/ Sizes?

B

[ZJ

Banana-shaped stainless curved bar with removable

Banana Barbells

stainless-steel bead

$

Belly Bells are larger, decorative Banana Bells that
frequently feature dangling accessories - really eye-

catching on the dance floor.

Belly Shields

Figure 4.5.

Banana-shaped stainless curved bar with removable

stainless-steel bead

Catalogue Page of Piercing Jewelry.

Discount Price
.

14 G Banana Barbell with .C.Q!Jarnarine

$7.79

~

14 G 8::3rrang Barbel! wd1 Aqugrnarine

$6.59

I

l 4 G Banana Barbell with P.quarnarine

$4.99

.

~
~i:

I

Figure 4.6.

Product Page of Piercing Jewelry.
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Future Product Page of Piercing Jewelry.
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~:t·tnb:n"J::

Price : US$ 15. W
Vieu• ~ Picture

Figure 4.8.

Body Boy Product page.

BARBELLS::BLACKLINE

4111111

6mm

II

•miil

BP!BLY,•)lQ

advanced technology as a surface
enhancement on medical 9rade
titanium platino;;i. 16g (1. 2mm)
with Jo ...
pricet $12.00

6111111

''111

BPIB.Ll<Ol-~

!:\PISLk01S

149 elackllne barbell ...

12g BlackUne barbell ...
price1 $12.~0

pric::e1 $12,50

8mm

6111111

'II lll 'II
Figure 4.9.

8PieLKOl 7

f:'.Plf:'.LK!)1~

69 BlackL!ne barbell,.,

69 Blackllne barbell ...

Body Punks Product Page.
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'v

C.::!ta!oque >Banana Barbells > 14 G Banana Barbell with Aquamarine

surgical Steel Silver Aquamarine Swarovski Crystal Banana Barbells
Size

Color

Gaug~ I Le,nglh :_~J
Clear

Material suroical Steal
Price

$8.79

Discount $ 7. 79

Figure 4.10 Banana Barbell Product page.
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Classic, elegant, and very necessary in every
earring wardrobe is this platinum diamond
stud earring, lhe mounting is a four-prong
basket setting with a screw back post. Each
earring weighs roughly 1/8 carats, fora total
diamond weight of 1/4 carats. The diamonds
are G/H color with VS darity.

Gauge:
Length:
Pieoos:
Weight:
Size!
Grade:
Stone:
Location:
Origin:

0

.

..

.

'

14 GA
3/8
1

18g
free size
316L British Surgical steel
Aquamarine Swarovoski Crystal
Navel
Hand Crofted in Thailand

ABOUT HOT BODY JEWEi.RV
'TOP QUALITY 1$00Y j€\tltLR.Y
Ant£LOltltIT POHllSLe PRKt5! 1
Hand crafted direct frorn our Modem

Please Note:

Bangkok design and production center!

This Item is Brand New Never Been Worn
The Shaft is 316L Surgical steel
From The UK.
All Products are sealed.
We Ship World Wide,

Our International design teams are
consistently leading the pack v·.1 ith
exciting new designs and concepts in
Bod1/ Jewelry. We have been e::;tablished
for more than 10 year::; in a country that
is renowned for outstanding de5ign and
meticulous production skills.
Payment

Custon1er Suppo1t
cc·mmerrts(~hotje. 11i.efry.o:<1n

cu.-::tomers:e1 ·vice@t1otjev,e!ty.com
00662-3.392'145

~Returns
Fred Bog~rs
returns@hotje\•\e!ty com
662-33921 44

662-33921 43

~

Wholesale Enquiries
Darile!

Steven~onz:

v,ho! eSBl ei@hot:i e\'v=lry,cDm
662-33921 44

We accept payments by VISA AMEX, and
MASTERCARD, ca:tlier checks, Money
Orders, Pay Pal, and Bid Pay. We provide
secure online payment sy.5tems to ensure our
customers of secure and reliable shopping
experience.
Shipping Tem1s
We Ship World Wide, Please review our
Shipping price list here

Return Policy
Given the hygienic nature of any
Body Jewelry 1 we are unable to
accept any returns once the sealed
package is opened. We will gladly
ao:::ept returns on unopened p.:ickages,
P/e.:lse ernoi! U$ for det.:iils
Privacy Pofa:y

We ensure strict confidentiality of informaljon
provided. Vi eH our pi ivacy po! icy

Figure 4.11. Piercing Jewelry Future Banana Barbell Page.
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Figure 4.12.

4mm

II

Body Boy Tongue Ring Page.

BPIBLKOlO
advanced technology as a surface enhancement on medical grade titanium
plating. 16g (1.2mm) with 3 or 4mm balls

Price: $12.00

mh

Quantity:

SIZE1

Add to C•rt->

Figure 4.13.

Body Punk Straight Barbell Page.
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itiml pic;h:ar8'< ' '

4mm

II

~~l&LK01Q SIZE: 169 5/16 with 3mm $l 2 . OO

$12.00

Subtotal:

$12.00

USP.S; $3,95

ail

~~1

Enter QTY. O and press Update Cart to delete an Item from your shopping ca1tl

:v

Figure 4.14.

4.15.

Body Punk Check out page

Body Boy Check out page
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new to the BodvPUNKS system? check
out some of the things you get.

old guv? do the usual. sign into the svstem.
email address:

1. nothing much, just have to become
one of our homees before we can deal
with '{OU. standard procedure,

passwords
fc rgot
0

dick hare .:.rd get haoked up.

'.'C••J~

p:>sswo1d'>

clid.: here

<I

4.16.

4.17.

Body Punks Registration Page.

Piercing Jewelry Pay Pal Payment System.
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Services
We have been offering our trusted and award winning services on the Internet, We offer discreet 1
knowledgeable live help and information about piercing jewelry.

Please take a few moments to view our Body Piercing and Product Information guidelines. If you have
any other questions you can also visit our cornrmmitv section where are experts will post answers to
your questions as soon as possible.

General Piercing Information
• Sizing Chart
• Piercing C.are t'.: Precautions

Figure 4.18.

Product Information
• G2uge SiZ8_2

• What Jewelry Goes Where

Piercing Jewelry Service Page.

Where We Started
PiercingJewelry.com opened its virtual doors in January 2002 with a mission to use the Internet to
transform Fashion Jewelry buying into the fastest, easiest, and most enjoyable shopping experience
possible. While our customer base and product offerings have grown considerably in the past few
months 1 we still maintain our founding commitment to customer satisfaction and the delivery of an
inspiring shopping experience.

Where We Are Today
Today, PiercingJewe/ry.com is the place to find and discover any form of piercing jewelry you want to
buy online. We're very proud that the number of people visiting our site has grown considerably in the
past few months with customers from all over the world visiting our site. We have a Big Selection of
nio.-,...inn io11.1cl,..11 in,...l11rfinn hnrf11 icwcfn1 item<:' th::it ::iro trcnrf11 i1"1 the m::i.-Vct ::inrf 11n tn rl::ito :ill tho

Figure 4.19.

Piercing Jewelry About us Page.
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You have decided to have your body pierced and you are asking yourself, ul
want it done now, so where do I gar In this era of bloodborne diseases you

MUST be very careful who you have perform your piercing! This guide is
brought to you by the The Association of Professional Piercers to assist you in
JolMd: 21 May 2003
' Location 1 Thailand
Posts: 18

making a better-informed decision regarding your piercing because IT'S YOUR
CHOICE!
These questions will help you pick your piercer and piercing studio. These are
meant to be quidelines and can aid you in havinq a safe piercinq experience,

Figure 4.20.

l"!:J

Piercing Jewelry Piercing Community Page.

General Site Policy applies to anyone who visits the Piercing Jewelry Web site or uses any of our
services, By using Piercing Jewelry services 1 you agree to comply with this any other policies, which
apply to particular services or communities.

We may change Site Policy and our policies applying to particular services at any time by changing or
removing existing terms or adding new ones. We will tell you about any changes by posting an
updated version of the particular policy on our Web site. Any change we make applies from the date

we publish it on the Web site.
Please click on a policy to read it,
Payment po;icv

4.21.

Piercing Jewelry Policy Page.
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Discount Pnce

[tJ

l 4- G Banana Barbell v1ith .6.ouamarine

$7.79

~

14 G Banana Barbell v,;ith Aquamarine

$6.59

14 G Banana Barbell v11tl1.6.quamarine

$4.99

purchase Now

fP:;J.J t~ c~~i)

El

D

(li'.J.Jt.;(:~-;.t)

m

Figure 4.24.

Cllddt;;-C;;;t:J

El

Banana Barbell Page.
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Busines:sName
Business URL

ProductName

I

ProductShortDescription

Business:Ema~

ProductFullDescription

BuslnessPrimaryPhoneNumbe

BusinessAddressOne
Bus:iness:AddressTwo
BusinessCity
Businessstate
BusinessZipcode
Business Slogan
BusinessCurrentlogo
Business:Profile

ProductPictureName
PayPafeode

DateAdded
ProductSlze
ProductColor

Shortintro
fuHArtide
ImageName
SubmRtedBy
Dote

'

ewelryStyle
ewelryStylePicture
ewelryStyleDesc

ProdudMaterlat

ProductType
Productprice

ProductDiscount

~PageSubject

~

~-········-

id

l:licyName
Pol1cyContent

l'

id

l

Title

jcontent

Location
Aim
Yahoo
ICQ

MSN

Ready

Figure 4.25.

Piercing Jewelry Database.
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ForumTopic
ForumTopicOther
Name
Title
Comment
Date

lv;

The top three listings are Overture Premium Listings®, which are seen by 80% of all
active Internet users!

Type in a search term and we'll show you the Max Bids and listings for that term.

jPiercing Jewelry

Overture US;bodyjewelry
URL

Trtle

www.store.yahoo.com

Sexy Body Jewelry - Free Shipping

www.bodycandy.com

BODYCANDY.COM- Body Jewelry
BodyPiercingJewelryMall.com

Pierced Dragon Body Jewelry
www.body-jewelry-shop.com

Body Jewelry Discount Superstore

www.qual~ybodyjewelry.com

Buy Body Jewelry Factory-Direct

www .shecoolhecool.com

Body Jewelry for Sale - $1.98

www.labodyjewelry.com

LA Elody Jewelry - The Online Superstore

Done

Figure 4.26.

Bid Browser Tool.
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